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RADIOACTIVE LIQUID WASTE LINES
REMOVAL PROJECT AT

LOS ALAMOS (1981-1986)

by

J. C. Elder, E. J. Cox, D. P. Hohner, and A. M. Valentine

ABSTRACT

This report describes the abandoned liquid waste lines
removal operations conducted at Los Alamos in the period
1981-1986. Particular emphasis has been placed on as-
left conditions, that is, on the location of sections of
waste lines or contaminated soil which were left in
place on the basis of ALARA decisions. Contaminated
items were left when interfering utilities, roads,
structures, or great depth made complete removal not
cost effective or not safe. Left items were either not
highly contaminated or they were not near the surface.

Total cost of the project was $4.2 million. Approxi-
mately 5800 m of contaminated waste was placed in the
Solid Waste Management Site at TA-54 Area G. The pro-
ject accomplished the removal of approximately 3^,500 ft
(6.5 miles) of abandoned waste lines under carefully
controlled conditions.

Procedures for excavation, waste disposal, personnel
protection, and radiation monitoring are described.
Environmental monitoring criteria and methods for
determining acceptable levels of contamination in soils
and on surfaces are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose of the Project

Over the ^3 years of national defense activities at Los Alamos,

some 39,000 ft (7-4 miles) of underground contaminated liquid

waste line and associated structures and equipment items were

installed, used, and subsequently removed or abandoned when their

useful purpose had ended. These Items had been abandoned under

generally controlled conditions; however, much of the liquid

waste line was outside of fenced or secured technical areas

(TAs). In a few instances, short lengths of contaminated lines



had been left under Los Alamos townslte street crossings at the

end of an inital phase of decontamination and decommissioning (D

h D) at TA-1 In 1965-1967 (Ahlquist 1977). The relatively

unrestricted access (by excavation) to these lines made their

removal an Important consideration in Department of Energy (DOE)

remedial action activities. Further benefit could be gained by

removal of lines and structures within Laboratory technical areas

by making more space available for beneficial uses.

The primary routes of these lines connected the Laboratory areas

at TA-1, TA-3, TA-35, TA-43, and TA-48 to the liquid waste treat-

ment plant at TA-45 and later at TA-50. A brief history of the

liquid waste system is provided in Section I.B.

In 1975, the DOE and Los Alamos National Laboratory determined

the need for major remedial action regarding the abandoned

underground liquid waste lines. Although no reportable occur-

rences involving the lines had taken place, the many excavations

which occur in the course of normal Laboratory construction and

maintenance raise the risk of accidental intrusion into contam-

inated waste lines. It was decided to initiate a coordinated

program in which a trained team of D & D workers would remove the

lines from the areas most likely to receive future development.

Of particular* Importance was the removal of all lines from the

Los Alamos townsite. A project plan was prepared by the Labora-

tory and approved by DOE (Garde 1981). The sponsoring DOE agency

was the Office of Military Application (Weapons Research, Devel-

opment, and Testing). The total cost of the project, the total

volume of waste resulting from operations, and the manpower

utilized in the two phases of the project are summarized in Table

I. The Phase I and Phase II categories define the work done in

1981 (Phase I) and in 1984-86 (Phase II). A special project at

the Diamond-West Jemez intersection (SM-700) was accomplished in

1982; another special project on Line 18 near the Diamond-

Eniwetok intersection in 1983. Cost information for Phase II is

provided in greater detail in Appendix A.



Table I

SUMMARY OP LIQUID WASTE LINES REMOVAL PROJECT

Phase I Phase II Total

Total Cost ($M) 0.96 3.04 4.23

Total Waste Volume (m3) 2400 3400 5800

Manpower Utilized (man-months)

Zia Company 40 320 360

Laboratory 29 240 269

Funding was provided from a larger line item construction project

entitled "Radioactive Liquid Waste Collection System Improve-

ments". This Improvement project provided new pipe-in-pipe

plastic or fiberglass lines which are monitored for plugging or

leakage at appropriate locations. Its arrangement eliminated the

need for extensive use of pressure lines. Most locations are

served by gravity drain to TA-50- At a few locations, existing

lines were utilized In the new system. A more complete descrip-

tion of the new liquid waste collection system has been published

(Emelity 1984).

The line removal D & D project was conducted In a manner that

emphasized worker safety, maintained good public relations, and

minimized adverse effects on the environment and on Laboratory

operations. Residual radioactive material was reduced to as low

as reasonably achievable (ALARA) levels and excavated areas were

backfilled, contoured, and revegetated or resurfaced.

The D & D crews consisted typically of 6-8 laborers, an equipment

operator, a truck driver, and a foreman. As many as three crews

were in the field at one time.

B. History of the Radioactive Liquid Waste (RLW) System

A simplified map of the Los Alamos area (Figure 1) shows the

major branches of the abandoned liquid waste system. Research



and development operations at Los Alamos have generated radio-

actively contaminated liquid industrial wastes since 19^3• The

untreated wastes from TA-1 were initially discharged into Pueblo

Canyon. A treatment plant (TA-^5) utilizing precipitation/

flocculation operations was placed in service in 1952 to process

wastes from TA-1. By late 1953 wastes from the newer laboratory

complex (TA-3) south of Los Alamos Canyon and the Health Research

Laboratory (TA-43) were also piped to TA-^5. In 1958, wastes

from TA-48, a newly constructed radiochemistry site south of Los

Alamos Canyon, entered the system.

Wastes from TA-3 and TA-48 flowed first to a waste neutraliza-

tion/storage station designated TA-3-700, which was equipped with

a motorized, remotely controlled discharge valve. A plant oper-

ator at TA-45 controlled the flow from TA-3 and TA-48 with the

valve at TA-3-700. Discharge from TA-3-700 flowed through an

inverted siphon (depressed sewer) across Los Alamos Canyon to the

intersection of Diamond Drive and Canyon Road, then east along

Canyon Road to TA-45. Near the Trinity Drive and Diamond Drive

intersection, a branch line serving TA-43 entered the system.

The first wastes from TA-3 were discharged in June 1953 and from

TA-43 in September 1953. TA-3 waste was very dilute in 1953 and

a practice was adopted of monitoring the waste stored at TA-3-

700. If the radioactivity would cause the 2-week effluent aver-

age at TA-45 to exceed the maximum permissible concentration for

the release of gross-alpha activity to the environment, the waste

was routed through a diversion manhole for treatment at TA-45.

If this level was not exceeded, the waste was diverted directly

to Pueblo Canyon. In July 1953, approximately 3% of the TA-3

waste was diverted to the plant; by the end of December 1953, 70%

of the waste was being diverted. This waste was a composite of

discharges from TA-1, TA-3, and TA-43.



The TA-3, TA-43, and TA-48 connections to TA-45 remained in

service until mid-1963. Because small quantities of very dilute

waste were released from TA-M3, TA-43 waste lines were discon-

nected from the system and reconnected within the building to the

sanitary system.

^ •"' ~"V

Fig. 1. Simplified map of Los Alamos area
showing original routes of abandoned
contaminated liquid waste lines.



On July 27, 1963, the system between TA-3-7OO and TA-45 was

abandoned and a new pumping s t a t ion that had been added to SM-700

was placed in operation to redi rec t the wastes to the new t r e a t -

ment plant at TA-50. TA-45 continued to t rea t waste from TA-1

unt i l May 26, 1964, after which i t was decommissioned, along with

much of the l i q u i d waste system in the t owns i t e , during the

period 1965-1967.

Abandoned waste l ine removal ac t iv i ty in the period 1967-1976 was

limited to construction locations such as TA-55 where abandoned

waste l ines were rer-ovp.i ar- o&rt of ~-Jte preparation. Li 1977

removal of waste l ines was coordinated with a planned improvement

of the Trinity Drive-Diamond Drive intersection by the County of

Los Alamos (Gunderson 1979). Waste l ine removal work was not

s tar ted again un t i l 1981 when the ac t iv i t i es described in th i s

report were i n i t i a t e d . Removal of the remaining sections of the

system in the townsite and in technical areas south of Los Alamos

Canyon is the topic of th is repor t .

I I . OPERATIONAL METHODS

A. Radiological Survey Methods

1. Soil Cleanup Guidelines. Guidelines for residual radioact i -

vity concentrations in so i l af ter removal of waste lines and

structures were based on the general principle of as low as

reasonably achievable (ALARA). Under th i s principle, the

pr imary guidance was t o keep any fu ture exposure of the

general public to remaining radioactivity to as low a level

as technically and economically reasonable. To expedite

decision making concerning th i s principle, de minimus levels

of soi l contamination and upper-limit concentration guides

were used . De minimus levels are those below which no envi-

ronmental or physical effect i s expected. These levels were

recommended by the Laboratory's Environmental Surveillance

Group (HSE-8). Establishing de minimus levels addressed the

use of unreasonably long sample counting times In quest of

continually lower detection l imi t s . The upper limit concen-



tration guides, also recommended by HSE-8, were selected to

ensure conformance to the secondary requirement that no

member of the public receive a dose, as a result of exposure

to residual contamination, exceeding 500 mrem/yr to any organ

of the body. These latter limits were derived by calcula-

tions of potential dose equivalents associated with important

radionuclides transported by various possible pathways.

Appendix B describes the derivation of these limits.

The initial step in the application of these guidelines was

excavation of soil in the trenches until no above-background

readings were obtained using phoswlch and beta-gamma survey

meters and alpha survey meters or until it was impractical to

proceed further (i.e., depth greater the_ i backhoe reach or

Interference from obstacles).

Soil samples were obtained at appropriate intervals from

representative locations along, the bottom and walls of the

trench or from the location where the excavated soil was

placed. The number of soil sampling locations was dependent

on relative radionuclide levels.

Soil samples were analyzed for various constituents such as

gross alpha, gross beta, tritium, or gamma spectrum, depend-

ing upon Laboratory records of what radionuclides were dis-

charged into a particular line. Previous sample results were

also observed. Sample analysis results were compared to the

de minimus guidelines shown in Table II.

If the soil sample results were below the levels given in the

table, the area was considered acceptably free of contamina-

tion. If soil sample results exceeded the guidelines, addi-

tional cleanup was requested and the monitoring and sampling

procedures were repeated until the guidelines were met or it

was determined that further cleanup to the guides was

impractical due to safety, economics, or other reasons.



Administrative procedures by which ALARA decisions were made

are provided in Appendix C.

TABLE II

SOIL CONCENTRATION GUIDELINES (ABOVE BACKGROUND)
CONFORMING TO DE MINIMUS LEVELS

Surface Soila Subsurface Soilb

Gross Alpha Nondetectable0 75 pCi/g

Gross Beta 25 pCi/g 75 pCi/g

External Gammad 5 pR/h 20 pR/h

Tritium 100 pCi/ml 250 pCi/ml

Surface soil is defined as soil located within 5 ft (1.5 m)
from the surface.

Subsurface soil is located at any depth greater than 5 ft
(1.5 m ) .

Detector background plus 3 sigma counting error (see
Appendix B for details.)

If 1^7Cs is present.

If the de minimus guidelines could not be reasonably met, the

measured levels were compared to those In Table III, which

gives the upper limit concentration guidelines based on the

500 mrem/yr dose limit. The concentrations in Table III are

based upon the scenarios presented in Appendix B and as such

were not construed as absolute limits. Conservative assump-

tions made in the scenarios might be very different from the

field situation encountered. Thus, flexibility was used in

applying the guidelines and consideration was given on a

case-by-case basis to factors such as the extent, depth, and

location o^ the contamination zone, the radionuclides present

and their concentrations, the nature of the contaminated

soil, and the safety, economic, and operational impact of

further decontamination. Taking these factors into account



and using Ta'ole III guidelines as reference points, decisions

were made as to whether the contamination would result in a

500 mrem/yr dose to any organ of any member of the public.

Decontamination continued until it was felt that the occur-

rence of the 500 mrem/yr dose was very improbable.

TABLE III

SOIL CONCENTRATION GUIDELINES (pCl/g ABOVE BACKGROUND)
BASED ON 500 mrem/yr ORGAN LIMIT

Radionuclide
2 4 1Am
2i|1Pub

239-240^

2 3 8Pu
238[]

2 3 5U
23\j
137Cs
90Sr

3 HC

Surface Solla

50

1 670

200

350

80

80

80

80

100

8 870

Subsurface Soil

600

20 "00

1 900

3 200

960

960

960

960

1 200

120 000

See definition in notes a and b, Table II.

Pu limit derived from the Am concentration.

In pCi/ml of soil moisture.

In all cases, the residual radioactivity levels were recorded

in the HSE-8 project log book and on soil drawings (ENG-C-

243943s series) provided as permanent record of the project.

2. Surveying During Operations. A trained Radiation Protection

Group (HSE-1) health protection technician provided continu-

ous surveillance of excavation, waste removal, and back-

filling work. For detection of radioactivity in soil, the

technician was equipped with a portable phoswich detector,



Harshaw Model 301. Operating Instructions for the phoswlch

were provided in HSE-1 D & D Section Instructions 1-3, I-3A,

and I-3B (Cox 1981). The phoswich detector, shown in opera-

tion in Figure 2, provided relatively high sensitivity in a

rugged package for detecting low-energy gamma or x-ray

photons (Umbarger 1978). Because alpha particle measurement

directly from soil is difficult in the field, the low-energy

photons emitted from alpha emitters such as ^ Pu, ™Pu, ^ 3

Am were used to provide a rough Indication of the quantity

of these radionuclides present in the soils. The phoswich

detector was chosen to provide greater sensitivity for

photons while also reducing detector response to high-energy

photons contributed by natural back-ground. Background

reduction was accomplished by anti-coincidence gating of

pulses produced in the two phosphor crystals and by pulse

shaping. The level of detectability above natural background

by the phoswich in field search mode was approximately 100

pCi/g of soil. Soil samples taken for laboratory analysis by

HSE-8 provided quantitative gross-alpha data, as discussed in

the next section. A calibration check of the phoswich

detector was performed daily using a ^HiAm source. The check

required that a 50-s count fall within the 95% confidence

interval of a standardized count.

Monitoring of equipment surfaces and personnel was accom-

plished by thin-window Geiger-Mueller (GM) detectors for

beta/gamma radiation and air proportional counters for alpha

radiation. These instruments received normal servicing and

calibration checks through the HSE-1 Instrumentation section.

3. Sampling for Record Purposes. HSE-8 obtained soil samples at

intervals selected to provide representative samples from the

bottom and walls of the trench or from excavated soil. Soil

samples were more numerous in locations where radionuclide

activity had been found or was expected.

10



Soil samples were analyzed for various constituents such as

gross alpha, gross beta, tritium, or ganna spectrum. The

analysis method could be tailored somewhat, based on what

radionuclides were known to nave been discharged to the line

or on what radionuclides had been seen in earlier samples.

Quality control procedures for soil sampling included the

following:

o radiochemical analysis of selected soil samples,

Fig. 2. A monitoring operation
using a phoswich detector.
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o duplicate and split samples consisting of approximately

10% of the total number of samples, and

o daily calibration checks of gross alpha and gross beta

counting instruments with soil samples spiked with Pu

and 9OSr-9OY, respectively.

The primary laboratory alpha and beta/gamma counting instru-

ments were 10-cm diameter ZnS scintillation detectors

equipped with single-channel analyzer. Soil samples were

placed in plastic bags and manually worked to break up soil

chunks. Approximately 75 g of soil was placed in 88^im dia-

meter x 13-rrcn deep plastic petrl dishes. The samples were

dried in a microwave oven, allowed to cool, and counted for 5

minutes. This procedure allowed detection above background

of approximately 25 pCi/g alpha activity and 8 pCl/g beta/

gamma activity. Background and -calibration counts were

performed daily.

Tritium analysis was performed by radiochemical analysis of

soil samples. Soil moisture was distilled from approximately

200 g of soil. A 3-mi aliquot of the distillate was mixed

with liquid scintillation gel. This cocktail was counted in

liquid scintillation counters with a detection limit of

approximately 0.5 pCi/ml above background. Only a few

samples suspected of tritium contamination actually were pos-

itive. These were observed at the Sigma area while exca-

vating Line 18 near manhole SM-710 at 10-ft depth in 1984.

None of these samples exceeded the 250 pCi/ml of soil guide-

line for subsurface sc1l; the maximum tritium sample was 67

pCi/ml of soil.

HSE-8 also obtained and analyzed weekly samples of airborne

activity during excavation. These were high volume samples

collected over approximately 30 hr operating time at H00

scfm/hr. Background activity level for this analysis was 1-5

12



fCl/m-1 for beta activity. None of these weekly samples

exceeded occupational exposure limits in DOE Order 5^80.1A

Chapter 11.

B. Removal Methods

1. Excavation. A drawing search and walkthrough by all involved

parties preceded excavation. The construction engineer pre-

pared a work order which described the scope of work, loca-

tion, cost estimate, manpower and equipment needed, and

special safety requirements of the job. Personnel safety

requirements are discussed in Section II.C. The work order

received approval from representatives of the Laboratory,

DOE, and the Zia Company.

A policy was followed that the subject pipe and known under-

ground utility lines near the pipe be exposed by hand digging

before machine excavation started. Despite this, a few util-

ity lines were cut during removal operations. Consequences

of these accidental cuts were not reportable occurrences

under DOE guidelines.

Excavation was typically performed by one of two hydrauli-

cally operated excavators:

o Liebherr excavator - 1.3 yd^ bucket with 25-ft reach,

o John Deere backhoe - 0.25 yd-* bucket with 16-ft reach.

Pipes at depth greater than 25 ft were usually left in place.

As a trench was being dug, soil samples were field checked by

phoswich detectors down to a level approximately 3 ft above

the pipe. Prom this level down to and Including locations

beneath each pipe joint and break point, soil samples were

taken and checked in the laboratory for contamination in

addition to field checks. The pipe was approached gradually

to minimize mixing contaminated soil with uncontaminated

soil.

13



Dust control was provided by water spray. Airborne contami-

nation was monitored and shown to be minimal, as discussed in

Section II.C.

Excavated soil determined to be clean was stockpiled along-

side the trench line at least 2 ft from the edge for reuse as

backfill material. Contaminated soil was loaded directly

onto plastic-lined, tarpaulin-covered dump trucks or into

appropriate storage containers for transporting to the TA-54

Solid Waste Management Site.

The trench was backfilled with its own excavated material

when practicable. Compaction at depths below 5 ft were

accomplished hydraulically, by tamping with the backhoe

bucket, or bv a combination of methods depending on backfill

material. Prom the 5-ft depth to the surface, compaction was

by hand tamper, trench roller, or front end loader depending

on the area in which the trench is located. Under paved

areas, the top 3 ft of backfill was selected material such as

tuff, base course, or good soil.

Pipe removal procedures were dictated somewhat by the type of

pipe being removed.. Vitrified clay pipe (VCP) could be

broken by the backhoe bucket and removed directly with soil.

'Ihis was usually the case in deep trenches. Plastic or steel

pipe was usually removed by hoisting a length out of the

trench, cutting the pipe into appropriate lengths, taping

both ends, and loading each section onto a truck. Ihis oper-

ation did not require entry of personnel into the trench.

Pipe cutting was accomplished by hydraulic cutter, portable

(saber) saw, or circular pipe cutters, Figure 3 shows a pipe

cutting operation in progress.

Contaminated soil or pipe below the 100 nCi/g retrievable

transuranium (TRU) limit was transported to TA-5^ in plastic-

lined, tarpaulin-covered dump trucks. Contaminated materials

14



above the 100 nCi/g limit (retrievable TRU waste) were not

found In the waste line project.

Manholes were usually removed as they were encountered and

lifted as a single piece onto a lowboy trailer for transport

to TA-54 (see Figure 4). Many manholes were found filled

with concrete from earlier decommissioning operations. All

manholes were inspected for radioactive liquids or sludge,

which was removed before the manhole was removed. Wall pene-

trations were sealed with grout, surfaces were sealed with

asphalt as needed to achieve contamination control during

removal and disposal. The manhole was freed on at le^st

three sides down to the bottom of the manhole. Each manhole

was lifted from the excavation, wrapped in plastic, and

loaded onto a plastic-lined truck bed and wrapped, as needed,

for transporting to TA-54. The bottom of the excavation was

checked for contamination and unacceptable radioactive con-

taminated soil was removed prior to backfilling.

2. Contamination Control. Occasions with highest potential for

spread of contamination occurred wnen pipes were cut, when

pipes and soil were lifted from the trench, or when soil and

other material was transported by truck. Contamination con-

trol during waste line removal operations involved wrapping

and sealing contaminated materials, controlling airborne con-

tamination by water spray, draining or soaking up of contami-

nated liquids, and the like. Previous experience at Los

Alamos and elsewhere provided useful methods by which contam-

ination was retained in the desired location. Plastic bags

and trays were used to contain any liquid from a pipe as it

was being cut. Both ends of cut sections of pipe were bagged

and taped before transport. This was not the case with VCP,

which was broken by the backhoe and removed with the soil and

base course under it.

15



Fig. 3. Pipe cutting opera-
tion (plastic pipe
and portable cir-
cular saw).

Fig. 4. Typical manhole
removal operation.

16



Water spray was used to suppress dust generation during exca-

vation, depending on soil conditions and the level of contam-

ination. Fixing of loose contamination to surfaces by appli-

cation of asphaltic material was useful on several occasions

(Neleon 1980; Harper 1981). Although high alpha count rates

were routinely found inside waste pipes, very little activity

was spread either to air or soil during breaking or cutting

operations. Therefore, the use of coating materials was

seldom necessary.

Decontamination of equipment such as the backhoes or dump

trucks was rarely necessary. Backhoes were monitored before

moving away from the work site to avoid tracking or spread-

ing. Dump trucks were monitored before departing TA-54.

3. Waste Disposal. The contaminated material removed by the

waste line project was transported to the TA-54 Solid Waste

Jlanagement Site by dump trucks with plastic-lined and covered

beds. The loads were routinely 5 nr volume. A summary of

total load volumes is included in Appendix A. These data

were summarized from Radioactive Solid Waste Disposal records

(RSWD load tickets) which accompanied every load' and

described the waste in the load. An estimate of activity in

the loads of soil and pipe was made. An estimate of activity

in soil was made from phoswich readings (Cox 1981) and con-

firmed by HSE-8 samples. Activity within a length of pipe

was estimated by taking several readings with a detector

probe, converting average count rate to activity under the

probe and multiplying by appropriate probe-to-pipe surface

area ratios for the length and diameter of the pipe. The

method assumed uniform deposition along the length of the

pipe.

The waste with activity concentration below 100 nCi/g was

deposited in -trenches at TA-5^ Area G. Waste management

operations at Area G are dr=?nr>ibed in the Waste Management

17



Group (HSE-7) Standard Operating Procedures and Operating

Instructions. Retrievable waste (> 100 nCi/g), had the waste

lines project encountered any, would have been packaged for

storage in sealed shafts.

Left Lines. Some portions of lines were left in place for a

variety of reasons, such as overlying structures and utility

lines, paving, encasement in concrete with other lines, depth

too great, and the like. Left items are discussed individu-

ally in Section III with more detailed documentation in AIARA

memos (Attachment 1) and on the appropriate sheet of engi-

neering drawing ENG-C-439M3. A list of reference drawings is

provided as Attachment 2.

A monument, sign, or other marker was not usually installed

at the site of a left item. The few exceptions are described

in Section III. Left items were generally left in a location

not likely to be disturbed or in a condition not likely to

cause a detectable hazard if disturbed.

Each section of left line was sealed at both ends with a plug

of special concrete (Tigercrete). Tigercrete is a quick-

setting, hard-curing formulation of concrete with an adhesive

additive. If the pipe were directly accessible, the seal was

applied by hand and allowed to harden before backfilling. If

the pipe were in a deep trench, a concrete seal was made by

pouring 1-2 yd around the end of the pipe.

Each short section of left line was at least partially decon-

taminated by manual methods before sealing, if it were acces-

sible. Longer lengths which could not be decontaminated were

sealed as described above.

C. Personnel Safety

1. Health Physics Monitoring. Group HSE-1 provided continuous

surveillance of excavating and waste removal operations by a
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trained health protection technician. Special requirements

for radiation protection of workers were specified under the

Laboratory practice of issuing Special Work Permit for Radia-

tion Work (see RWP, Health and Safety Manual, Administrative

Requirements 1-3 and 3-1)- The RWP was initiated by the pro-

ject technical manager and completed by HSE-1 personnel, once

expected conditions had been reviewed. Anti-contamination

clothing, respiratory protection, and air sampling were pro-

vided as necessary. Experience with typical excavation and

pipe removal work showed very little measurable contamination

was made airborne nor was it likely that significant soil

contamination would be encountered without early detection by

field Instrumentation. In no instance was activity over-

looked by field sampling and later detected in samples sent

for laboratory analysis.

Personnel monitoring included the normal monthly radiation

badge dosimetry plus bioassay analysis of urine specimens on

an annual basis. Air sampling in the work area was conducted

daily to establish an experience record. After normal activ-

ity levels were shown to be well below guide-lines, air

sampling was performed continously in areas where past line

leakage had raised contamination measurably above background.

Air samples were sert to the Health Physics Analysis Lab

(HSE-1) Tor analysis of gross alpha and gross beta/gamma

activity. Respiratory protection was required (full-face

respirators) whenever high soil activity was encountered.

Respirators were fitted to each worker by the Industrial

Hygiene Group (HSE-5) and then field tested at the beginning

of the operation.

Nasal smears were taken on a daily basis following dusty

operations and checked for alpha and beta/gainna activity.

None of the smears approached the action lewis of 500 dpm

alpha or 5000 dpm beta/gamma at which an occurrence report is

required.
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2. Safety Methods. Lost time accidents were very low in the

project. One serious lost time accident occurred at TA-35

when a worker was struck by a pump motor housing which failed

during lifting. The accident injured his back and ribs lead-

ing to a loss time of approximately 6 months. This accident

was not related to the special features of the project, which

are discussed below.

a. Excavating Safety. Most of the excavating in the project

was done in previously excavated soil with indeterminate

grades of backfill and compaction. The possibility of

cave-in in some of the deeper trenches required issue of

special work permits and the following safety practices

to allow personnel entry:

o shoring rules were followed in accordance with OSHA

regulations (OSHA 1979);

o approved shoring or trench wall sloping methods were

applied whenever personnel access to trenches deeper

than 5 ft was needed.

Pipes were lifted out of the trench, where possible, to

eliminate the need for personnel entry into the trench.

Figure 3 showed a typical operation in whicn the backhoe

lifts plastic pipe out of the trench for cutting.

Several canyon-side locations were steep enough to

require safety harness and lines on workers. Workers and

line tenders were trained in the use of this equipment

and performed the work in a safe manner. Figure 5 shows

typical canyon-side operations.

b. Industrial Hygiene. A few occasions required personnel

entry into manhole structures or other confined spaces.

HSE-5 or the Zia Safety Office provided monitoring for
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Fig. 5. Removal operations on
a steep canyon-side.
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safely breathable atmosphere. Safety lines were utilized

where appropriate.

Hazardous chemicals were not encountered in any of the

removal operations nor were decontaminating agents used

which presented a toxic hazard to workers. The solvents

used in decontaminating work were common commercial pro-

ducts .

c. Traffic Control and Public Access. The project involved

many road crossings, some of which were in the townsite.

Excavations across parking lots and sidewalks were also

quite common. These operations required planning and

prior contact with Los Alamos County officials, respon-

sible Los Alamos National Laboratory groups, and other

interested parties. Traffic control plans were imple-

mented, complete with barricades, signs, and flagmen to

control vehicle and pedestrian traffic. Off-hour control

in the townsite was accomplished by backfilling, covering

trenches, temporary fencing, or a watchman. Many cross-

ings in the TA-3 area were worked on weekends to reduce

disruption of public and commuter traffic. No incidents

involving traffic or other accidents involving the public

were reported.

3. Administrative Procedures. Prior to excavation and removal

of waste lines or structures as part of the project, a series

of steps was followed to insure that all involved parties had

provided needed input. The following administrative proce-

dures were set up:

o prepare a project plan and obtain concurrence within the

DOE - Laboratory - Zia organizations;

o obtain authorization from DOE through the Albuquerque

Operations Office and the Los Alamos Area Office to

remove the lines and structures included in the project;
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o initiate work orders as needed to inform and obtain

approvals from operating groups affected by the project

and coordinate efforts of the participating groups

(HSE-1, HSE-7, HSE-8, ENG-1, and the Zia Company);

o schedule personnel and equipment to allow one or more

locations to be in progress;

o provide preliminary surveys and research to avoid inter-

ference with existing utilities or operations to the

greatest extent possible;

o provide complete documentation of operations such as man-

power use, length removed, location of left items, waste

volumes, and the like;

o reach informed supportable ALARA decisions regarding

items which are unusually difficult to remove;

o provide complete documentation at the end of project,

particularly as-left conditions.

The key administrative procedural items are summarized as

follows:

o Safety policies, guidelines, and instructions in the Los

Alamos Health and Safety Manual were applied to all the

activities. These govern health physics monitoring,

industrial safety, and environmental monitoring matters.

o Authorization to perform the line removal operations was

obtained in advance through DOE, Laboratory, and Zia

Company channels.
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o The removal operations were conducted in a manner consis-

tent with the ALARA principle viewed from the aspect of

the worker and also the environment (left items or soil

contamination).

o Preliminary work was expended to avoid disruption of nor-

mal Laboratory operations or possible hazard to workers

(example: drawing searches to locate line crossings and

hand digging to verify them).

III. RESULTS OP OPERATIONS

A. TA-50 Lines (Work Package I.I and Part of II.3)

1. Description of Work. Pour contaminated waste lines approach-

ing TA-50 from the east were removed during the period July,

1981, to August, 1981, to enable the TA-50 upgrading project

to begin. Five other lines were removed in 1984 from the

area between the Pecos Road crossing and TA-50. The TA-50

lines and their major features are summarized in Table IV.

Original routings of these lines are shown in simplified form

in Figure 6 and on drawing ENG-C-43943, sheets 1A, 2, 3, 4,

5, 51;. 72, and 73. Soil sampling locations and as-left con-

dition of soil in the TA-50 lines work are shown in drawing

ENG-C-43943, sheet S-l.

An outfall area east of TA-50 received waste from Lines 55

and 67 and is discussed in 3. below. The contaminants

encountered in this work package were primarily ^°Pu, Tfu,
13"cs, 89Sr, 90Sr, and 9°Y. Maximum alpha activity level was

16,000 dprn/50 cm measured inside pipe from Line 67. Maximum

beta/gamma dose rate, encountered at the pipe surface were

less than 0.5 raR/h.

2. As-Left Conditions. Lines 44, 45, 45A, 47, 48, 48A, 54, 55,

and 67 were completely removed. A 6-ft section of Line 46

was left in place west of Building WM-1 because of a storm

drain above the line (see drawing ENG-C-43943, Sheet 72). A
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TABLE IV

TA-50 LINES SUMMARY

LINE
NO. DESCRIPTION5

REMOVED RANGE OF
LENGTH DIAM. DEPTH

(ft) (in) (ft) TYPE" AS-LEFT CONDITION

44 Line from Line 45 to
Line 16 at MH-WM-6.

15 Line from Line 43 at Pecos
Dr to Line 44 at TA-50.

45A Line from new MH-WM--73 to
MH-WM-56 via MH-WM-55

46 Line from MH-WM-6 to Bldg
WM-1.

47 Line from MH-WM-6 to Bldg
WM-1 (Soils Lab).

18 Line from Tank WM-3 to MH-
WM-6 via MH-WM-7

48A Line from MH-WM-6 to MH-
WM-78.

49 Pressure line from TA-35
to Tank WM-3

54 Branch between Line 49 and
Bldg WM-2.

55 Line from Bldg WM-1
retaining wall to Bldg
WM-2, from WM-2 to MH-
WM-8, and from WM-8 to
headwall east of TA-50
fence.

67 Overflow drain line from
Bldg WM-2 to headwall east
of TA-50 fence.

28 6 5-7 VCP Completely removed in 1984.
MH-WM-6 also removed.

588 5 5-7 PVC Completely removed in 1984.
MH-WM-6 also removed;
contaminated soil left (see
Special Tbplcs).

67 5 7 PVC Completely removed in 1984.
MH-WM-55 and MH-WM-56 were
also removed.

41 6 12-16 CIP Partially removed in 1984.
A 6-ft section left west of
WM-1 (see As-Left Conditions
section).

14 4 11 CIP Completely removed in 1984
except for short Jength
Included In new system.

95 6 5-9 CIP Completely removed In 1984.
MH-WM-7 was retained; holes
for Line 48 were capped.

44 3 9 SS Completely removed in 1984.
MH-WM-78 was retained.

305 3 CIP Partially removed in 1981.
Capped line at gate valve on
WM-3 tank. More removed in
1984 (3ee TA-35, Section
III.B.).

65 3 — CIP Completely removed in 1981.
End of Line 54 bypassed into
overflow tank at WM-2.

300 6 c Completely removed line and
MH-WM-8 in 1981. Contami-
nated soil at outfall east of
TA-50 partially removed (see
Special Topics).

280 6 a Completely removed in 1981.
Contaminated soil at outfall
east of TA-50 partially
removed (see Special Ibplcs).

aW\ (Waste Management) Is a more recent designation of structures at TA-50 originally designated LD
(Liquid Disposal).

Type symbols: BI black Iron, BS black steel, CIP cast iron, DI duriron, GS galvanized steel, PVC
polyvinyl chloride, SS stainless steel, VCP vitrified clay.

C244 ft CIP, 165 ft VCP.

d26 ft of 6-in CIP, 250 ft of 6-ln VCP.
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2100-ft section of Line 49 was left; see the discussion in

Section III.B, TA-35. No contamination exceeding the estab-

lished guidelines was left in the excavated trenches. The

outfall area east of TA-50 was not decontaminated due to

funding limitations and minimal environmental impact (see

Special Topics discussion).

3. Special Topics. A 25-ft section of Line 67 was found filled

with a yellow porous sludge containing 25 nCi/g of weapons

grade plutonium, which was not retrievable.

The outfall area east of TA-50 was partially decontaminated

in 1981 by removal of soil (70 m3 total). Maximum surface

contamination levels left at that time were "00 pCi/g of

gross alpha activity and 40 pCi/g of gross beta activity.

Temporary signs and tape indicate the contaminated area.

NOTES:

A. Line 46 - 6 f t l e f t at -\. 15 f t deep.

B. Manhole WM-6 removed: contaminated
soi 1 l e f t at •*• !9 f t deep.
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Several manholes were removed from TA-50. Manhole WM-8 was

removed In 1981; manhole WM-6, in 1984. Manholes WM-55 and

WM-56 were removed with Lines 45 aid 45A in 1984. Contami-

nated soil up to 3800 pCl/g alpha activity was left in the

excavation of MH-WM-6 approximately 19 ft below grade (see

Attachment 1, memo Cox to Garde, November 19, 1984).

B. TA-35 Lines and Tanks (Work Packages 1.2 and II.5)

1. Description of Work. Twenty contaminated waste lines and

several structures were removed from the TA-35 vicinity in

1981 and in a 1984-85 work period. Tne lines and their major

features are summarized in Table V. The structure removal

work is described under Special Topics. Line routings and

structure locations are shown in simplified form in Figure 7

and on drawing ENG-C-43943, sheets 5B and 6-14. Final soil

activity concentrations are shown on drawing ENG-C-43943*

sheet S-2. The primary contaminants found in this work pack-

age were 137Cs and 90Sr-90Y.

Radioactive waste, primarily soil, pipe, and concrete chunks,

was transported to TA-54 for disposal.

2. As-Left Conditions. Lines 69, 72, 73-89, 90A, 90B, 93, 94,

95, 96, 97, 98, and 99 were completely removed. Sections of

other lines were left in place as described below.

Line 49. Line 49 was partially removed in the 1984-85 work

period (see Attachment 1, memo Cox to Valentine, March 19,

1985). As shown in Figure 8, a 145-ft section near TA-50 and

a 330-ft section near TA-35 were removed, along with several

cleanouts and short sections of pipe at points between TA-50

and TA-35. Approximately 2100 ft of Line 49 remain in areas

covered by a concrete-covered berm, asphalt roadways and

parking lots, numerous existing utilities, uncontaminated

storm drains, and transportable buildings.
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TABLE V

TA-;j5 LINES SUMMARY

LINE
NO. CESCRIPTION

REMOVED RANGE OF
LENGTH DIAM. DEPTH
(ft) (in) (ft) TYPE2 AS-LEFT CONDITION

268

18

12b

289

14

14

1|

1-3

2-1

3

1-5

2-1

SS

BS

BS

SS

TA-35 to TA-5Q 508 3 5-8

63 Line from TA-35-29, a 21 3 3-5
test pit, to TA-35-11.

69 TA-35-31 to TA-35-11. 17

70 TA-35-26 to TA-35-11.

71 Line from connection with
Line 70 to cannon outfall .

72 TA-35-31 to TA-35-9.

73-89 Seventeen short lines
between TA-35-9 and TA-
35-10.

90 Line from TA-35-3 to TA- 138 2
35-R, a punp p i t .

90A Line from TA-35-7 v ia HH 50 3 1-6
35-12 Co Line 90.

90B Line para l le l to Line 90 110 1 15
frcm TA-35-7 to TA-35-3,
a pump p i t .

91 Une from TA-35-7 to 139 3 8-15
TA-35-3, a punip p i t .

92 Line from TA-35-7 to 137 2 8-16
TA-35-8, a pump p i t .

93 Une from TA-35-7 to 100(?) 1 V I
TA-35-9.

CIP, A 305-ft section was removed
VCP with TA-50 package In 1981; an

additional 508 ft was removed
in 1981-85. 2100 rt remains
of 2900-ft original length
(3ee As-Left Conditions).

SS Partially removed In 1985;
126 ft left (see As-Left
Conditions).

SS Completely removed In 1981.
TA-35-31 and TA-35-11 remove.!
in 1984.

Left 35 f t In place (see
As-Left Conditions).

Pa r t i a l l y removed In 1985.
150 f t le f t in place (see
As-Left Conditions).

Completely removed In 1981.
TA-35-9 removed In 1981.

Completely removed In 1981.
TA-35-10 removed in 198^;
contaminated so i l l e f t (see
Special Topics).

SS P a r t i a l l y removed In 1985
(120 f t l e f t , see As-Left
Condit ions) . TA-35-8 removed
in 1981.

SS Also cal led YY. Completely
removed In 1981. KH-35-12
a l so removed. Activity
retrains under HH-35-12
locat ion (unt i l TSL-7 i s
removed).

BS Also c a l l e d XX. Comple te ly
removed i n 198S.

ES Partially removed In 1985
(71 ft left) . Soil removal to
20-ft depth; some
contamination left (see
As-left Conditions).

K3 Partially removed in 1935 (73
ft left) . Soil removal to
20-ft depth; some
contamination left (see
As-left Conditions).

GS Comple t e ly removed In 1931 .
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TA-35 LINES SIHMARY

INE
'10. DESCRIPTION

REMOVED
LENGTH
(ft)

DIAM.
(in)

RANGE OF
DEPTH
(ft) TYPE? AS-LEFT CONDITION

:»1 Line frvm TA-iS-7 to 35

Line frjn TA-35-7 to
ocLiyor..

Line from TA-35-7 to
r^-in^e connection with
Lint- T\

L.I::'.' "rom Une 96 to
TA-'v-'-}^, a ytorafce t.'mk.

82

12

141|

3

3

Line :'"-'.v\ TA-'i^-? to

Lin*.- r'p-rc TA—.•5c:>—7 t:o
?A-'<S-'i, a pipe t r ench .

' !" . ' . - •-- /• ' , the core test:

ISO

150

CS Completely removed In 1931.
TA-35-22 (concrete sludge
tank) also removed (see
Special Topics).

DI Completely removed in 1931.

SS Completely removed In .979?
May have been consider-1 part
of Line 97, wfilch was removed
in 1981.

SS Completely removed in 1981.
TA-35-36 (storage tank) also
removed (see Special Thplca).

SS Completely removed In 1981.

SS Completely removed In 1981.

SS Partially removed In 1985.
168 ft of uncontamlnated
lines left In place at
TA-35-27 to be used aa waste
water sewer line.

• Jim symbols are def.'ned in Table IV.

Line 68. Line 68 was partially removed in 1985. A total of

126 ft of Line 68 was sealed and left in place; a 24-ft

section (nearest Th-35-^1) was removed (see memo Cox to

Valentine, February 12, 1985). No contamination was detected

in the pipe.

Line 70. Line 70 was partially removed in 1985. A total of

35 ft was sealed and left in place (see memo Cox to

Valentine, March 6, 1985). An 18-ft contaminated section was

left under the foundation of a transformer oil storage tank.

A 17-ft contaminated section was left under two concrete-

encased water mains. Both ends of these sections were

properly sealed with concrete.

Line 71- Line 71 was partially removed in 1985. Approx-

imately 150 ft were left in place at a depth of approximately

30 ft under the berm south of substation TSL-53 (see memo Cox

to Valentine, March 4, 1985). No contamination was detected

in the pipe.
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oL-2^, soil :on*3m:nation left at 10-fi depth.

T5L-10, soil contamination left at 18-20 ft depth.

Line 43, see next figure for left sections.

Line 68, 126 ft left at 3-5 ft depth (connected to
sanitary sewer).

E. Line 70, 18 ft left. 17 ft left at
3-ft depth.

F. Line 7i, 150 it left at 20-ft depth.

G. Line 90, 91, 92 - section left at
20-ft depth.

H. Line 114, 168 ft left at 3-ft depth
as waste water sewer.

Fig. 7. Simplified diagram of
TA-35 lines and tanks.

CLEA-'JOUT — « /

NOTES:

A. Line 49 - part of 2100-ft section left
under berm. parking lots, and Suildings.

B. Line 49 - 145 ft removed.

C. Line 49 - 330 ft removed.

Fig. 8. Line 49 details.
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Lines 90, 91, and 92. Lines 90, 91, and 92 were partially

removed in 1985; approximately 120 ft of Line 90, 71 ft of

Line 91, and 73 ft of Line 92 were left in place because of

interfering utilities (see memo Cox to Valentine, April 10,

1985). Some contaminated soil was also left at the exca-

vations for Line 90, 90B, 91, and 92 (see memo Cox to

Valentine, January 28, 1985). Continued removal of soil

below 9-ft depth was considered a threat to the structural

integrity of Building TA-35-7.

Line 11*1. Line 114 was only partially removed (17-ft sec-

tion). A 168-ft section was left in place under 13.2 KV

power lines, various other utilities, and a parking lot (see

memo Cox to Valentine, February 12, 1985). No contamination

was found in this line.

3. Special Topics. Ihe TA-35 work removed several structures as

part of the waste line project. These were mostly concrete

components related to the air scrubber system removed from

Building TA-35-7 in 1979-80 (see LA-9058-MS, November 1981).

Building TA-35-7 itself has not been removed* nor were

related components in Building TA-35-3 removed. Removed

structures are discussed individually below.

TA-35-8, A Pump Pit. Miscellaneous piping and equipment were

removed in advance and hand digging around the structure was

required to prepare it for removal by crane. This structure

was removed to TA-54 as one 30-ton load.

*A concrete abutment at the SE corner of TA-35-7 was removed
as part of the TA-35-22 removal operation. Also, high levels
of direct radiation*remain along the east side of the TA-35-7
foundation where Lines 90A and TA-35-12 (a manhole) were
removed. The contact dose rate was approximately 50 mR/hr at
a 15 x 15-in utility tunnel exiting the east wall at 9-ft
depth. The area was backfilled and signs placed for radia-
tion protection until TA-35-7 is removed.
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TA-35~9» A Pipe Trench. This structure was removed by the

same procedure used at TA-35-8, except it required three

loads of 20-, 10-, and 18-ton sections.

TA-35-10> A Contaminated Liquid Waste Tank. This large

concrete tank contained four sections and was covered by a

sheet metal roof. Major excavation was required to expose

the walls to demolition by wrecking ball and Liebherr exca-

vator. Figure 9 shows this operation in progress. Contami-

nated soil up to 350 pCi/g gross beta activity was left at

depths of 18-20 ft (see memo Cox to Valentine, February 26,

1985, and memo Romero to Valentine, February 19, 1985).

TA-35-12, A Manhole. This small manhole in Line 90A (also

YY) was found filled with foam from the TA-35-7 decontamin-

ation project. The manhole was removed. Contaminated soil

was found to 9 ft (2 ft into tuff*) and removed.

TA-35-22, A Sludge Tank. This concrete tank was excavated

and removed in one load. Contaminated soil was left at 10 ft

deep in solid tuff in this excavation (see memo McAtee to

File, August 28, 1981).

TA-35-31, A Concrete Holding Tank. This small tank was

excavated and removed in one load.

TA-35-36, A Liquid Waste Collection Tank. This 25,000 gallon

tank was excavated and removed in one load.

TA-35-m, A Caustic Treatment Building. This building

contained stainless steel tanks which were removed separately

to TA-54. The building was excavated to 13 ft and was

completely removed.

•Tuff is rock composed of compacted volcanic ash and dust.
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F i j . 9. Operations during the
removal of s t ruc ture
TA-35-10, a contami-
nated liquid waste
tank.

C. Pajarito Road (Work Packages 1.3 and II.1)

1. Description of Work. Contaminated waste lines were removed

from an area along the north side of Pajarito Road from the

Diamond Drive intersection to TA-48. This work also included

Line ?8 from the Occupational Health Lab (Bldg OH-1, TA-59)

to its interconnection with Line 31. A small building used

to hold liquid waste (TA-59-08) was also removed. This work

was performed In 1981, 1983, and 1984. A spill area origi-

nating from a break In 1974 was decontaminated again in 1984.
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The Pajarito Road lines and their major features are summa-

rized in Table VI. Line routings and the location of the

spill area are shown in Figure 10 and on drawing ENG-C-43943,

sheets 15 through 22. Final soil activity concentrations are

shown on drawing ENG-C-43943* sheets S-3 through S-5 and S-19

through S-21. The primary contaminants found in the lines

and the spill area were 2^ Pu and ^ P u . Radioactive waste,

primarily soil and pipe, was transported to TA-54.

2. As-Left Conditions. Lines 24, 24A, 26, 27, 28, and 31 were

completely removed with the Pajarito Road work.

3. Special Topics. A concrete block structure (TA-59-08,

formerly TA-3-412) containing a holding tank and associated

pumps and piping was removed with Line 28 operations. Line

removal operations on the north side of Pajarito Road near

TA-59 encountered contaminated soil left earlier after clean-

up of a major spill from a break in Line 26. This spill was

discovered July 9, 1974, and was followed by extensive clean-

up . The area of contamination extended northward toward

Mortandad Canyon from a cleanout at station 51 + 81 (see

LA-6731-MS, March 1977).

Samples showing soil contamination were noted during removal

of Line 26 in 1981 (see sheet S-4 of drawing ENG-C-439i»3) and

again during removal of Line 31 during December 1983,

prompting a trenching effort in 1984 to find and remove con-

taminated soil (see sheet S-20',. A fo] low-up effort involved

digging of exploratory trenches (all 6-8 ft deep, two 100 ft

long and two others 60 ft long) in the suspect area. All

samples were free of contamination above guidelines. The

spill area is now considered to meet ALARA guidelines.
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TABLE VI

PAJARITO ROAD LINES SUMMARY

LINE
NO. DESCRIPTION

REMOVED
LENGTH
(ft)

DIAM.
(in)

RANGE OP
DEPTH
(ft) TYPE? AS-LEFT CONDITION

21 Line from cleanout (sta- 3475
tion 70 + 78) corner of
Diamond-Pajarito Inter-
section to MH-ULR-H9
located west of TA-18.

24A Line from MH-727 across 160
Diamond Drive to clean-
out (station 70 + 78).

26 Line from cleanout (ata- 1600
tlon 70 + 78) at NE
corner Diamond-Pajarito
intersection to cleanout
(station 55 + 30) NE of
TA-59, 0H-1.

27 Line from cleanout (station 2825
55 + 30) to MH-ULR-H9 west
of TA-18.

^8 Line from Occ. Health lab, 120
0H-1 (TA-59) to Line 31.

31 Line from Diamond Drive to 3776
Junction with Line 33 near
TA-18 (station 3 1 + 6 6 ) .

3 2-11

3 11-13

6 1-5

10

1-6

3-11

CIP Completely removed (3225 ft
removed In 1981; remainder
removed In 1981). MH-ULR-119
removed in 1981 as part of
TA-48 work.

CIP Completely removed in 1984.

VCP All but 75 f t ranoved In
1981; remainder removed in
1983.

VCP Completely removed in 1981.

Line completely removed In
1984-85. Bldg 59-08 also
removed.

PVC Completely removed in 1983-
81.

symbols are defined in Table IV.

Composite pipe (3-in PVC fed through 6-ln VCP). The removed length shown is the sum of both pipes.

Fig. 10. Simplifiea diagram of
Pajarito Road lines.
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D. Townsite (Work Package I.A)

1. Description of Work. Pour road crossings, the siphon (Line

167) in Los Alamos Canyon, and one manhole were removed from

the townsite during a four-year period from 1981-1985. The

lines and their major features are summarized in Table VII.

Their routings and locations are shown in simplified form in

Figure 11 and on drawing ENG-C-439^3, sheets 30 through 33.

Short sections of Line 167 were left in concrete anchors on

Los Alamos Canyon walls and are discussed in more detail

under As-Left Conditions.

2. As-Left Conditions. Lines 172, 173A, 173B, and 173C were

completely removed with the Townsite work. Short (3 ft)

sections of Line 167 were left in place in concrete anchors

on the walls of Los Alamos Canyon (see memo Cox to Garde,

July 3, 198**, and memo Montoya to Valentine, November 25,

1985). Anchors No. 2, 3, U, and 5 were left on the north

side of Los Alamos Canyon and No. 1, 2, 3» **, and 5 on the

south side. The pipe in each anchor was decontaminated to

less than 400 dpm/100 cm2 and both ends were sealed with

concrete.

Lines 170 and 171 are discussed here because they are the

only sections of the abandoned waste systems known to be left

in the townsite. Other than two short sections of waste line

outside the fence at TA-21, these are the only known lines

left north of Los Alamos Canyon. Tneir removal was not part

of the project described in this report. As described in the

report of an earlier project (DOE/EV-0005/14, 1979), these

lines and an associated manhole (MH-ULR-61) were left in

place in the Health Research Laboratory - Los Alamos Medical

Center area because they were difficult to remove and were

also believed to be uncontaminated.

3. Special Topics. Manhole ULR-33 was removed from the bottom

of Los Alamos Canyon in 1981 as part of the Townsite work.
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TABLE VII

TOWNSITE LINES SIMMARY

LINE
NO. DESCRIPTION

REMOVED
LENGTH

(ft)
DIAH.
(in)

RANGE OP
DEPTH

(ft) TYPE*1
AS-LEFT CONDITION

167 Siphon line under Los 1003
Alamos Canyon Bridge.

170 Line from Health Research
Lab (HRL-1, TA-143) to
MH-ULR-61.

171 Continuation of Line 170
Troni MH-ULR-61 to HH-ULR-
60.

172 Canyon Road crossing near 60
Canyon-Diamond In tersec-
t ion .

173A Canyon Road crossing near 67
Canyon-Central in te r sec -
t ion .

173B Rose Street crossing near
Central-Rose Intersect ion.

173C Central Avenue crossing 78
between Rose and Oppen-
helmer in tersect ions .

2-15 CIP Completely removed except for
9 concrete anchors lef t during
1981-1985 work period (3ee
As-Left Conditions).

For record only. A 225-ft
section of uncontamlnated pipe
and MH-ULR-61 le f t east or
HRL-1, TA-13 under parking lot
af ter removal operations In
1977 (see DOE/EV-0005/li).

— For record only. A 365-ft
section of uncontaminated pipe
lef t under LAMC north wing and
under parking lo t af ter
removal operations In 1977
(see DOE/EV-0005/V;'
KH-ULR-60 was removed in 1977.

7 CIP Road crossing l e r t af ter
removal operations In 1961
was completely removed in
19B6, except for an uncontam-
inated 12-ln dlam steel
casing.

1-6 VCP Road crossing l e f t af ter
removal operations In 196<i
was completely removed In
1985.

^-5 VCP Road crossing left af ter
removal operations In 196" wa3
completely removed in 1985.

7-8 VCP Road crossing lef t af ter
removal operations In 1961
was completely removed in
1985.

aType symbols are defined In Table IV.
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. . A
HIGH SCHOOL

72)

*~ ULR-60

?o
c.,^ _o

NOTES:

A. Line 170 - 225 ft of Line 170 and
manhole ULR-61 left in 1972.

E. Line 171 - 365 ft of Line 171 left
under LAMC north wing in 1977.

Fig. 11. Simplified diagram of
Townsite lines.

E. TA-48/55 (Work Packages 1.5 and II.3, and Line 3*0

1. Description of Work. Contaminated waste lines were removed

from the vicinity of TA-48 and TA-55 in 1981 and 1984. The

lines and their major features are summarized in Table VIII.

Line routings are shown in simplified form In Figure 12 and

on drawing ENG-C-43943, sheets 23 through 28, 5*1.

2. As-Left Conditions. Lines 32, 35, 37, 39, and 4l were com-

pletely removed with the TA-48 work in 1981. Lines 33 and 40

were removed in 1984. The removal of Line 43 in the TA-55

area was begun in August of 1984 and finished in April of

1985. Approximately 100 ft of Line 34, 330 ft of Line 36,

and 50 ft of Line 38 were left inside the security fence at

TA-48. These lines ran under roadways, the guard station,

sidewalks, and existing utilities (see memo Cox to Valentine,

April 25, 1985). A 4-ft section of Line 43 was left in place
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TABLE V I I I

TA-18/55 LINES SUMMARY

LINE
NO. DESCRIPTION

REMOVED RANGE OP
LENGTH DIAH. DEPTH

(ft) (In) (ft) TYPE3
AS-LEFT CONDITION

32 Line from MH-ULR-119 t o 335 6
I t s termination approxi-
mately 335 ft to the east
( e a r l i e r connection with
Line 33).

33 Line from Line 31 Junction 290 6 7
near TA-18 (Station 31 + 66)
to Junction with Line 10 a t
MH-RC-10 (Station 28 + 75) .

31 Line from TA-18 (RC Bldg) 200 3 3-7
to Junction with Line 33
(Station 31 + 66).

35 Line rrom MH-ULR-H9 west 150
of TA-18 to I ts termina-
t ion approxljnately 150 f t
to the eas t .

36 Line from north wing of RC 0
Building to Line 31-

37 Line from north end of 56 2
TA-18 northward to can-
yon ou t fa l l .

38 Line from TA-18 (RC 6 3
Building) to MH-RC-10.

39 Line from a ver t ical cu l - 505 8
vert a t the former loca-
t ion of MH-RC-10 to
MH-ULR-1016.

'10 Line paral le l to Line 39 159 5
from MH-RC-10 to
MH-ULB-1016.

11 Line Trom south side of 630 1-1/2
TA-18 to termination
approximately 630 f t to
the southeast.

15 Line from TA-18 to TA-50

(old l i n e ) .

13 Line from MH-ULR-1016 1762 6-8 3-1
west of TA-55 to east
s ide of Pecos Drive.

VCP Completely removed In 1981.
Removed MH-ULR-119 (see
Special Topics) .

VCP, Completely removed In 1981.
CIP

CIP Part ia l ly removed In 1981.
Remaining 100 ft was le f t
Inside the secur i ty fence at
TA-18 (see As-Left
Conditions).

CIP Completely removed In 1981.

CIP A 330-ft sect ion was lef t
Inside the securi ty fence (see
As-Left Conditions).

CIP Completely removed in 1981.

CIP A 50-ft sect ion le f t in place
(see As-Left Conditions).

VCP Completely removed In 1981.

PVC Completely reiaoved In 1981.

SS Completely removed In 1981.

— For record only . Completely

removed with TA-55 construc-
t ion pro jec t (see Special
Topics) .

CIP A 1-ft sec t ion l e f t In place
south of TA-55 (see A3-Left
Condit ions) .

''Type symbols are defined In Table IV.
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NOTES:

.-. Line 34 - 100 ft left at ̂  ;i ft deep.

3. Line 35 - 330 ft left at % ' •". deep.

C. .:•••• 33 - 50 *t le-'t it -- :C ft deep.

D. Line 43 - - ft loft at -i. 4 •; t deep.

(39)

(4 3)

Fig. 12. Simplified diagram
of TA-48/55 lines.

at station 2 + 8 0 (under Pecos Road) because It passed over a

water main and under a gas main encased In concrete (see memo

Cox to Garde August 28, 1984). The line was decontaminated

by hand and both ends were sealed with concrete.

3. Special Topics. Manhole ULR-149 west of TA-48 was removed in

1981. Manhole ULR-1016 between TA-48 and Pecos Road was

removed in 1984. A section of Line 42 originally believed to

be in place under Pecos Road was searched for by trenching

but was not found; it is believed to have been removed along

with the rest of Line 42 during TA-55 site preparation.

F. SM-700 and Lines 1 and 23 to Manhole SM-703 (Work Package II.2)

1. Description of Work. SM-700 was the central collection point

for contaminated liquid waste from TA-3 (CMR, Sigma, and a

few other buildings). Its pumping capacity then transferred

the waste by Line 23 to MH-SM-736 near the intersection of
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Diamond and Pajarito Road, where gravity feed then took it to

TA-50. Portions of two contaminated waste lines, three man-

holes, a pump station, and a retention tank were removed from

the SM-700 area in 1981 and 1982. The lines and their major

features are summarized in Table IX. Their routings are

shown incidentally in Section III.H (Figure 15) and on

drawing ENG-C-43943, sheets 35, 37, 40, and 44. Sections of

Lines 1 and 23 and a portion of manhole SM-702 were left

under the Diamond-Jemez intersection (see As-Left Condi-

tions). Information on manholes and structures removed by

this work is discussed in Special Topics.

2. As-Left Conditions. Lines 1 and 23 have been removed from

the SM-700 area except for 150-ft and 100-ft sections,

respectively, which remain under West Jemez Road at the

Intersection of Jemez Road and Diamond Drive. These lines

were filled with asphalt emulsion and capped in 1982. Brass

monument plates which mark each end of these two lines have

subsequently been covered by landscaping (see ENG-C-43943,

Sheet 35). The portions of Lines 1 and 23 south of West

Jemez Road are discussed in the TA-3 section.

3. Special Topics. Manholes SM-701 and SM-703 were removed in

1982. Contaminated soil under SM-703 was removed to a maxi-

mum concentration of 255 pCi/g alpha and 24 pCl/g beta/gamma

activity (see memo Harper to Pile, September 1, 1982). Part

of manhole SM-702 remains under the Diamond-Jemez intersec-

tion.

The SM-700 structure consisted of a 16 ft x 22 ft x 11 ft

concrete block pump house above ground and two 14 ft x 22 ft

x 14 ft concrete tanks underground (see Figure 13). The

structure was broken into manageable pieces by wrecking ball

and transported to TA-54. SM-738 was an 11-ft diameter, 44-

ft long steel tank which was half burled in the ground. This

tank was removed as a single unit. The tanks apparently did

not leak; soil samples underneath were below guideline.
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TABLE IX

SM-700 AND LINES TO MH-703 SUMMARY

LINE
NO. DESCRIPTION

REMOVED RANGE OP
LENGTH Dim. DEPTH
(ft) (In) (ft) TYPE? AS-LEFT CONDITION

Line from SM-700 to monu-
ment B (15 ft south of
MH-SM-703 location).

Line from SM-700 to monu-
ment near MH-SM-703 loca-
tion.

250

215

VCP A 150-ft section left under
the intersection of Diamond
and West Jeniez Road.
MH-SM-701 and 703 were
removed. MH-SM-702 partially
left. Structures SM-700 and
SM-738 also removed (see
As-Left Conditions).

CIP A l60-ft section left under
the intersection of Diamond
and West Jemez Road (see
As-Left Conditions).

aType symbols are defined In Table IV.

Fig. 13. SM-700 before being
demolished.
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G. Sigma Lines (Work Package II.4 and Lines 18A and 18B)

1. Description of Work. Nine contaminated waste lines and six

manhole structures were removed from the vicinity of Sigma

Building (TA-3) in 1983 and 1984. The lines and their major

features are sunmarized in Table X. Their routings are shown

in simplified form in Figure 14 and on drawing ENG-C-43943,

sheets 45, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 62, 63, and 64. Final soil

TABLE X

SIGMA LINES SLMMARY

LINE
NO. DESCRIPTION

REMOVED RANGE OP
LENGTH DIAH. DEPTH

(ft) (in) (ft) TYPE? AS-LEFT CONDITION

Line northwest from TA-3-32
to marker north s ide of
Eniwetok Dr.

Line from marker on nor th
s i d e of Eniwetok Dr. t o
e a s t curb of Diamond Dr.

Line from eas t curb of
Diamond Dr. to MH-SM-708
west of Diamond Dr.

18

18A

18B

19

19A

20

20A Line from west side of
TA-3-66 to MH-SM-731-

21 Line from the northeast
corner of TA-3-35 to
MH-SM-734.

22 Line from east 3ide of
TA-3-66 to TA-3-141.

204

300

Line from north side of

TA-3-34 to MH-SM-711.

Line connecting MH-SM-711
with MH-SM-710.

Line from west side of
TA-3-66 to MH-SH-732.

70

150

617

4

6

6

7

1-7

1-8

170

103

278

1-10 VCP Line c o m p l e t e l y removed i n
1 9 8 1 . Manholes SM-710 and
-732 b o t h removed.

VCP Line c o m p l e t e l y removed a s a
s p e c i a l package in 1983 -
Manhole SM-709 removed.

18-20 VCP A 190-f t s e c t i o n of Line 18
was l e f t under Diamond Dr.
(see As-Left Cond i t i ons ) .

VCP Completely removed In 1981.
Manhole SM-711 removed.

VCP Completely removed in 1981.

VCP 27 f t l e f t under t r a i l e r SM-
1515 and 16 f t under water
main, 5 f t deep (see As-Left
C o n d i t i o n s ) . Manhole SM-732
removed.

CIP Completely removed In 1984.

3-1 VCP Completely removed in 1984.
Manhole SM-731 removed.

SS Completely removed In 1984.

symbols a r e defined In Table IV.
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activity concentrations are shown on drawing ENG-C-439^3,

sheets S-10, S-13, S-lM, S-15, S-16, S-17 and S-18.

Most of this work was performed during the period February to

April, 1984. A separate project removed another section of

Line 18 (designated 18A) in 1983. A third section (desig-

nated 18B) was left (see As-Left Conditions). The primary

contaminants found in this work package were tritium,
238rand JU.

2. As-Left Conditions. Lines 19, 19A, 20A, 21, and 22 were com-

pletely removed with the Sigma work. Holes left where lines

exited from buildings or manholes were sealed with concrete.

Lines 18 and 18A were removed in two separate operations, as

stated in 1. above. A 190-ft section of Line 18 (Line\ 18B)

remains under Diamond Drive and the- SM-123/Museum parking lot

(see memo Montoya to Valentine, March 10, 1986). This line

is called Line 18A in the ALARA memo.

NOTES

A. _:ne ZO - 27 f: :ef: cncer

© C. ^ i n-:- 135 - i } 0 f t l e f t u n ' J o r l i i i m o n d Di

V—S.V-T32
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Line 20 was removed except for a 27-ft section left under a

trailer (SM-1515, still in place) and a 16-ft section found

encased in concrete under a water main. Repeated washing of

both sections lowered contamination to background levels.

Contamination in soil at the ends of both sections was below

guideline level. Decisions to leave these sections were

described by memo Cox to Garde, March 2, 1984.

Line 21 had a preexisting break 20 ft east of GM-35.

highest level of soil contamination was 1200 pCi/g. Soil

concentration levels were recorded on drawing C-43943, Sheet

S-17. Soil was removed to meet the guideline level at this

location.

3. Special Topics. Six manhole structures were completely

removed from the vicinity of Sigma Building (MH-SM-709, -710,

-711, -732, -733, and -734). Manhole 709 was removed in 1983

with Line 18A. Weights of these manholes ranged from 9 to 18

tons. Manholes 710 and 734 were found filled with concrete.

Tritium was the primary contaminant in Line 19 serving SM-34;
235 ?^8

U and -* U were the primary contaminants in the lines from

SM-35, -66, and -102. Soil removal was required below

manhole 734 to meet guideline level.
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H. TA-3 (Work Package II.6)

1. Description of Work. Eighteen contaminated waste lines and

18 manholes were removed from the TA-3 vicinity in 1984,

1985, and 1986. The lines a: d their major features are

summarized In Table XI. Their routings are shown in simpli-

fied form in Figure 15 and on drawing ENG-C-43943, sheets

66-70 and 75-88. Some sections of the following lines were

left and are discussed in more detail in As-Left Conditions:

1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 17, 17C, 17D, 17E, and 30A.

The removal of the manholes is discussed in Special Topics.

2. As-Left Conditions. Lines 2A, 3, 9A, 9B, 15, 15A, 23, and 30

were completely removed in 1984 and 1985 with the TA-3 work.

Several sections of other lines were left in place, primarily

because of Interference by many utility lines in the area.

Left lines were plugged at each end. The sections left In

place are discussed below.

Line 1. A 140-ft section of Line 1 was left in place (see

memo Montoya to Valentine, March 10, 1986). This section

extends northward from as-left manhole SM-708 (see memo Cox

to Valentine, September 12, 1985) toward the original loca-

tion of manhole SM-707. Its depth ranges from 12 to 20 ft.

A separate section of Line 1 was left during the SM-700 work

(see Section III.F.).

Several major leaks occurred over the years In Line 1 between

manholes SM-706 and SM-707. The contaminated zone was

encountered several feet above and to the side of the pipe at

these locations. Contaminated soil containing up to 5 nCi/g

of alpha activity was removed. The trench was enlarged at

times to 12-ft width and 16-ft depth to reach all contamin-

ated soil (see Figure 16). The guidelines were met at all

locations.

Line 2. An 8-ft section of Line 2 was left under the nitro-

gen dewar tank at SM-216 (see memo Cox to Garde, July 27,
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TABLE XI

TA-3 LINES SUMMARY

LINE
NO. DESCRIPTION

REMOVED RANGE OF
LENGTH DIAH. DEPTH

(ft) (In) (ft) TYPE21
AS-LEFT CONDITION

L i n e f r o m MH-SM-703 t o 901 8 7-11
MH-SH-708.

2 Line from MH-SH-716 to 1111 8 6-7
MH-SH-708.

2A Line running alongside 116 8 6-11
Line 2.

3 Line from SM-10 to MH-
SM-716.

5 Line from SM-28 to
MH-SM-711.

7 Line from MH-SM-725 to
MH-SM-708.

197 6 1-7

169 3 3-9

0 8 18-20

Line from SM-29 (Wings 2 110 6 19-20
and 1) to MH-SM-719.

9 Line from SM-29 (Wings 3 2H5 6 5-20
and 5) to MH-SM-722.

9A Line from SM-29 (Wing 1, 187 6 7
north side) to Line 9.

9B Line from SM-29 (Wing 1, 75 6 5-7
south side) to Line 9.

10 Line from MH-SM-726 to NA 6
MH-SM-725.

11 Line from MH-SM-728 to 671 8 12
MH^SM-725.

12 Line from MH^SM- 725 to 1010 8 5-15
MH-SM-728.

13 Line from SM-102 to 660 6 13-16
MH-SM-730.

VCP Partially removed in 1985 and
1986. Left a 110-ft section
north from MH-SM-708 (8ee
As-Left Conditions).

VCP Partially removed in 1981).
Left several sections (see
As-Left Conditions).

VCP Completely removed in 1981.

VCP Completely removed in 1981.

CIP Partially removed in 1981.
Left 12-ft section (see
As-Left Conditions).

VCP Left 1010-ft section east of
SM-29 Including manholes
MH-708, -719, -722, and -725
(see As-Left Conditions).

VCP Left a 471-ft section along
the north side of SM-29, Wing
2. Left a 19-ft section
entering Wing 1 from the north
(see As-Left Conditions).

VCP Left 390-ft section (including
MH-SM-723) along the north
side of SM-29, Wing 3 (see
As-left Conditions).

VCP Caapletely removed in 1985.

VCP Completely removed in 1985.

VCP Tnis line considered part of
Lines 17 and 17E. Completely
removed.

VCP Partially removed in 1981.
Left 1-ft section at south

edge of Pajarlto Road; left a
23-ft section under SM-177
(see As-Left Conditions).

VCP Partially removed in 1981.
Left 63-ft section east of
SM-16 (see As-Left
Conditions).

VCP Partially removed in 1981.
Lett 5-ft section and 3-ft
section south of SM-102 (see
As-Left Conditions).
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TABLE XI (Continued)

TA-3 LINES SIMMARY

LINE
NO. DESCRIPTION

REMOVED RANGE OF
LENGTH DIAM. DEPTH
(ft) (In) (ft) TYPE3

AS-LEFT CONDITION

I t Line from SM-16 to
MH-SM-737.

15 Line from SM-65 to
MH-SM-728.

15A Line from change t r a i l e r
SM-1512/03 t o MH^SM-728.

17 Une f-om SM-154 to
MH-SM-1?6.

17A Line from SM-29 Wing 9 to
SM-154.

17B Line from SM-29 Wing 9 to
SM-154.

17C Line from SM-29 Wing 9 to
Line 17.

17D Line from SM-29 Wing 7 to
Line 17.

17E Line fran SM-29 Wing 7 to
Une 17.

23 Line from MH-SM-703 to
MH-SM-736.

25 Une from MH-SM-736 to
cleanout (Station 70 + 78).

30 Une from MH-SM-727 to
MH-SM-736.

100 8

31

55

599

MA

NA

18-21

18-21

20

VCP Completely removed during new
waste system Installation.

VCP Completely removed In 1984.

PVC Completely removed In 1984.

VCP

SS

VCP

VCP

36

2887

85

136

fa

6

6

6 •

l b - 1 9

4-12

4

4-6

SS/
VCP

CIP

CI/
VCP

CIP

Partially removed in 1985-
Left 12-ft section on south
side of SM-29 (see As-I.3ft
Conditions).

A 177-ft section was retained
as part of the new waste
system.

A 190-ft section was retained
as part ,_,f the new waste
system.

A 35-ft section was left on
the south aide of Wing 9,
SM-29 (see As-Left
Conditions).

A 14-ft section was left on
on the south side of Wing 7,
SM-29 (see As-Left
Conditions).

Partially removed in 1985.
A 3-ft SS section was left on
south wall of Wing 7 (see
As-Left Conditions).

Completely removed in 1985.

Completely removed In 1984.

Completely removed In 1984.

30A Une from MH-SM-727 to 176
SM-97, an old guard station
removed In 1955.

6-8 VCP Partially removed In 1984.
Left a a 5-ft section 60 ft
west of Diamond Drive (see
As-Left Conditions).

symbols are defined In Table IV.
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Fig. 15. Simplif ied diagram of
TA-3 and related l ines.



Pig. 15 (Continued)

NOTES:

A. Line 1 - 11)0 ft left under a parking lot and utilities.

B. Line 1 - 250 ft left under West Jemez Road (see SM-700 work).

C. Line 2 - 8 ft left under a nitrogen dewar.

D. Line 2 - 23 ft left under conduits and water main.

E. Line 2 - 10 ft left under Pajarito Road.

F. Line 2 - 7 ft left under conduits.

G. Line 5 - 12 ft left under utilities.

H. Line 7 - 1040 ft and manholes SM-708, -719, -722, and -725 left under
utilities.

I. Line 8 - 19 ft left under utilities.

J. Line 8 - 471 ft left under transformer and utilities.

K. Line 9 - 390 ft left.

L. Line 11 - 1 ft left at south edge of Pajarito Road.

M. Line 11 - 23 ft left under Building SM-177.

N. Line 12 - 63 ft left under retaining wall.

P. Line 13 - 5 ft and 3 ft left under utilities.

Q. Lines 17, 17C, 17D, 17E - 12-ft, 5-ft, 35-ft, lt-ft, and 3-ft sections
left under obstructions.

R. Line 30A - 5 ft left under conduit.

S. Line 23 - 160 ft left under West Jemez Road (see SM-700 work).

T. Line 18B - 190 ft left under Diamond Drive (see Sigma work).
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Fig. 16. Excavation to remove
contaminated soil
along Line 1.

1984); a 4.5-ft section was left at 6.5-ft depth under

Pajarito Road (see memo Cox to Garde, November 13, 1984). A

7-ft section of Line 2 was left at 5-ft depth near Building

SM-422 under 16 conduits encased in concrete (see memo Cox to

Garde, September 11, 1984). A 40-ft section was left at 5-ft

depth under Pajarito Road at Mercury Road (see memo Cox to

Valentine, March 20, 1985); this section included the 4.5-ft

section above. A 23-ft section of Line 2 was left under 12

conduits and encased water main west of Bldg SM-216 (see memo

Cox to Garde, August 13, 1984).
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Line 5. A 12-ft section of Line 5 was left at 5-ft depth

under water and gas lines encased in concrete at Mercury Road

(see memo Cox to Garde, September 28, 1984).

Line 7. Approximately 1040 ft of Line 7 and four manholes

(708, 719, 722, and 725) were left at 18- to 20-ft depth east

of SM-29. Ihe line lies under numerous utility lines (see

memo Cox to Valentine, September 12, 1985).

Line 8. A 19-ft section of Line 8 was left where It enters

the northwest corner of SM-29, Wing 4. Utility lines crossed

over Line 8 at that point. A 471-ft section of Line 8 was

left north of Wing 2, beginning at a transformer and ending

at MH-SM-719 (see memo Montoya to Valentine, December 17,

1985). Manhole SM-720 in Line 8 was removed.

Line 9. A 390-ft section of Line 9 was left at a 19-20-ft

depth. This section was left under the Wing 1-to-Wings 3/5

corridor and eastward to MH-SM-722 (see memo Montoya to

Valentine, December 17, 1985). Utility lines, lawn

sprinklers, and trees lay over this section of Line 9, which

also includes manhole SM-723.

Line 11. A 4-ft section of Line 11 was left at the south

edge of Pajarito Road. Its location under a 16-in water line

and a storm sewer and its depth (16 ft) rendered it too

difficult to remove (see memo Cox to Garde, July 18, 1984).

A 23-ft section of Line 11 was left under Building SM-177 at

a depth of 13 ft (see memo Cox to Garde, July 3, 1984).

Line 12. A 63-ft section of Line 12 was left under a

retaining wall of the upper parking lot at SM-16 (see memo

Cox to Garde, June 27, 1984).

Line 13. A 5-ft section of Line 13 was left at 16-ft depth

under a steam and condensate line (see memo Cox to Garde,
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June 28, 198*0. A 3-ft section of Line 13 was left at 17-ft

depth under a sanitary sewer line (see memo Cox to Garde,

June 28, 1984). These sections are both south of Building

SM-102.

Line 17. A 12-ft section of Line 17 was left at a depth of

21 ft under the new waste line, storm drains, and a concrete

encasement south of SM-29 Wing 9 (see memo Cox to Valentine,

June 10, 1985). Contaminated soil (up to 400 pCi/g beta

activity) was left at two locations along Line 17 south of

SM-29 (see memo Cox to Valentine, July 22, 1985). A 5-ft

section of Line 17 was left west of manhole-SM-725 (see log

7/11/85). Figure 17 shows the deep trenching required to

remove Line 17.

Line 17C A 35-ft section of Line 17C was left at a depth of

21 ft. under the same interferences listed for Line 17 above

(see memo Cox to Valentine, June 10, 1985).

Line 17D. A 14-ft section of Line 17D was left under a

retaining wall and the floor of SM-29 Wing 7 generator room

(see memo Cox to Valentine, July 23, 1985). The section Is

at 20-ft depth south of Wing 7.

Line 17E. A 3-ft length of Line 17E, a 6-in stainless steel

pipe, was plugged and left protruding from the south side of

SM-29 Wing 7.

Line 30A. A 5~ft section of Line 30A was left in place west

of Diamond Drive at a depth of 5 ft (see memo Cox to Garde,

June 21, 1984). This section i encased in concrete under a

13 KV electrical conductor.
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Fig. 17. Deep trenching to remove
Line 17 south of SM-29.

3. Special Topics. The manholes listed below were removed in

1984, 1985, and 1986 as part of the TA-3 work:

SM-704 (12 tons)

SM-705 (10 tons)

SM-706 (19 tons)

SM-707 (10 tons)

SM-712 (12 tons)

SM-720 (3 tons)

SM-721 (2 tons)

SM-724 (1.5 tons)

SM-726 (1.3 tons)

SM-727 (15 tons)



SM-713 (9 tons) SM-728 (3.2 tons)

SM-714 (6 tons) 31-729 (3.4 tons)

SM-715 (7 tons) SM-730 (3.M tons)

SM-716 (8 tons) SM-735 (1.5 tons)

SM-717 (8 tons) SM-736 (6 tons)

SM-718 (fragpiented) SM-737 (weight unknovm)

Manholes SM-708, -719, -722, and -725 were left In place with

Line 7 due to overlying utilities, as stated under Line 7

above. Manhole SM-723 was left in place near Wing 3 of

Building SM-29 with a section of Line 9 (see memo Montoya to

Valentine, December 17, 1985). The cover of each manhole was

sealed with silicone adhesive and tack-welded closed.

I. TA-21 (Work Package II.7)

1. Description of Work. This work involved removal of abandoned

tanks, piping, and equipment associated with past waste dis-

posal operations at Building TA-21-257. Liquid contaminated

with plutonium, uranium, americium, and tritium was delivered

to the facility in mobile tanks. There it was neutralized,

mixed with cement in a pug mill, and delivered by transfer

pipe (later a hose) into forms (24-in diameter corrigated

metal pipes 21 ft long). These concrete shapes were stored

vertically in the ground in an outdoor storage area a few

hundred feet to the northwest of Building 257. Contaminated

pipe, scaffolding, tanks, the pug mill, and the walls of the

room containing the pug mill were removed in 1986. A trans-

fer pipe filled with concrete which solidified during a

transfer breakdown was removed. Also removed was a fiber-

glass casing through which a tranefsr hose passed from Build-

ing 257 to the outdoor storage area. The concrete shapes

containing retrievable amounts of TRU waste will be trans-

ferred from TA-21 to TA-54 as a separate project in the near

future.
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2. As-Left Conditions. The work at TA-21 was limited due to

lack of funding under the waste lines project. The Building

257 work was performed because the operating group (HSE-7)

indicated it to be the most pressing beneficial work which

could be accomplished with the funds remaining in the pro-

ject. However, extensive waste line work remains to be done

at TA-21. Approximately 3000 ft of abandoned waste line

exists, two sections of which extend beyond the TA-21 fence

north of Building 257. These carried liquid waste to a con-

taminated outfall area on the wall of DP Canyon. Several

thousand additional feet of active waste lines at TA-21 will

be subject to removal after completion of waste system

upgrade activities.

IV. SUMMARY

Radioactive liquid waste lines removal operations conducted at Los

Alamos during the period 1981-1986 have been described. This $4.2

mil l ion project has successfully removed 3^,500 f t (6.5 miles) of

abandoned underground lines and many related structures. Although

interfering u t i l i t i e s , roads, and structures necessitated leaving

some sections of l ine in place, the major portion of the old liquid

waste system is now removed. Tnis i s particularly true of lines in

the Los Alamos townsite and in areas outside fenced technical areas.

The removal operations were under the technical management of Los

Alamos National Laboratory's Radiation Protection Group (HSE-1) with

construction engineering support from the Faci l i t ies Engineering

Division (Construction Group, ENG-1). The Zia Company provided

s k i l l e d and unski l led craft personnel , a f i e ld engineer, other

support personnel, and necessary equipment.

Several major upgrades in the liquid waste management program at Los

Alamos led to abandonment of major portions of the old liquid waste

system. These occurred in 1963 when a new waste treatment plant

(TA-50) started service; in 1964, when the old treatment plant at

TA-45 was deactivated; and in 1979, when a major construction project

Installed new lines between TA-3 and TA-50.
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The project was conducted according to the principle that doses to

workers or to anyone occupying areas cleaned up by the project would

be kept as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). Soil cleanup guide-

lines were established and adhered to, usually by total removal of

contaminated soil and piping. when interfering utilities or other

problems prevented total removal, the decision to leave an item in

place was reached after careful consideration of the health risk

presented by the item and the cost/benefit of its removal.

The project was monitored by several HSE Division groups to insure it

was carried out in an environmentally sound, industrially safe

manner. HSE-1 provided continuous personnel monitoring and field

monitoring of soil and solid waste; HSE-3 and the Zia Safety Office

provided personnel safety coverage; HSE-8 provided environmental soil

monitoring and record sample analysis. HSE-7 provided disposal of

the large volumes of waste material produced by the project.

Results of operations were described in terms of items left, ALARA

decision memoranda, and reference to the as-left engineering

drawings. Approximately 46 items were left in place, consisting of a

total waste line length of approximately 6000 ft. This quantity

indicates approximately 85% of the 39,OOO-ft total length of aban-

doned liquid waste lines was effectively removed.
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APPENDIX A

COST AND WASTE VOLUME SUMMARY

During Phase II of the liquid waste lines project, approximately 24,000 ft

of pipe and 1,130 m of manholes and other structures were removed.

Available cost and waste volume data for each line are listed in Table A-l.

A summary of cost data shows the approximate line removal costs in 1984-85

dollars were:

Type

Vitrified Clay Pipe,

6 - 8 in diameter

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)

Metal Pipe, all sizes,

Depth

2 to 8 ft

9 to 20 ft

5 to 7 ft

2 to 6 ft

7 to 15 ft

Average
Cost

$102/ft

$115/ft

$ 59/ft

$ 75/ft

$l4l/ft

Average Removal Cost $ 98/ft

Similar data from structure removal operations in Phase II are summarized

in Table A-2. Structure removal costs were:

Manholes $525/m3

Buildings $290/m3

Average Removal Cost $408/m3

The above cost Includes pipe or structures removal, back fill, removal of

contaminated concrete, pipe, or sbil to TA-54, and restoration of the area.

The cost also includes D & D, monitoring, engineering and environmental

support personnel, equipment rental, and expense items.
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In the Phase II work, one foot in every eight was left in place due to

location of pipe, proximity to active utilities, line depth, and the like.

The average contamination inside the pipe was usually less than 40,000

dpm/100 crâ  and/or 5 mR/hr. The amount of contamination did not have a

major effect on the removal cost unless the pipe had developed a leak.

Excluding start-up and shutdown cost, purchase of special capital equip-

ment, and inflation, $100/ft for pipe and $H0Q/nP for structures may be

useful bases for estimates on future projects of this type.
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TABLE A-l

LINE COST AND WASTE VOLUME SUHHARYa

Line
No.

1

1

2

2A

3

H

5

6

7

8

9

9A

9B

101

11

12

13

I t

15

15A

16

17

17A

17B

17C

17D

17E

18

18A

18B

19

19A

20

20A

21

22

Si te b

TA-3

SH-700

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

Signs

Sigma

Typec

VCP

VCP

VCP

VCP

VCP

-

CIP

DI

VCP

VCP

VCP

VCP

VCP

-

VCP

VCP

VCP

VCP

VCP

PVC

-

VCP

CIP

ss

VCP

VCP

SS/VCP

VCP

VCP

V'JP

VCP

VCP

VCP

CIP

VCP

ss

Diam.
(in)

8

8

8

8

6

-

3

1

8

6

6

6

6

-

8

8

6

8

H

(<

-

6

6

1

6

6

6

ii

6

6

J)

6

6

6

i\

2

Length
Removed

(ft)

901

250

1111

116

197

Note h.

169

6

0

110

215

187

75

-

674

1010

660

100

31

55

-

599

0

0

0

0

36

204

300

0

70

150

617

170

103

278

Length
Lert
(ft)

140

150

Note r.

12

1040

490

390

27

63

8

12

177

190

35

14

3

190

Avg.
Depth
(ft)

12

-

6

6

5.5

-

7

i|

19

20

18

7

6

-

12

8

15

-

6

2

-

18

5

5

18

20

17

7

19

19

7

6

6

H

1

4

Waste
Volume
Removed

(mi)
pipe

51.5

36

2

11.5

-

1

0 .5

-

2

8

5

2

-

17.5

29

32

-

0.7

1.8

-

31

-

-

-

-

1.5

4.5

-

2

4.5

13

4.5

3

2

soil

432

2

1

-

-

-

-

-

12

16

It

-

-

33-

4) .

86

-

-

-

-

91

-

-

-

-

7

13

-

5

11

37

H

22

5

.5

.5

.5

Avg.
Activity

CdpraZ
lOOenT)

40K

BkgS

Bkg

Bkg

-

Bkg

Bkg

4 x 10 6

36K

2 x 10 6

Bkg

Bkg

-

Bkg

Bkg

1600J

Bkg

Bkg

-

100K k

-

-

400K

400K

400K k

1600 1

1600 1

1600

1600

8OOOJ

1O0O->

6 0 , OOO-5

Bkg

Removal
Coste

($K)

220.4

87.5

2.2

16.2

-

11.9

-

3-5

23-6

14.2

6.2

-

46.0

45.7

51.0

-

3-1

2.7

-

9S.3

-

-

-

-

17.6

12.7

10.6

41.9

12.5

9.3

13-2

Cost/ft
($)

245

77

19

33

-

70

-

-

32

96

76

63

-

68

45

72

-

100

49

-

16-i

-

-

-

-

-

-

lB l

71

68

T-i

90

48
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TABLE A-1 (Continued)

LINE COST AND WASTE VOLUME SUMMARY8

Line
No. Site" Type1"

Length Length Avg.
Diam. Removed Left Depth
(in) (ft) (ft) (ft)

Waste
Volume

Removed
(m3)

pipe soil

Avg.
Activity"

(dpm4

lOOcnr)

Removal

Cost6

UK)
Cost/ft

($)

23

23A

21

2HA

25

26

26A

27

28

29

30

30A

3'

32

33

31

35

36

37

33

39

10

11

12

13

11

15

15A

16

17

18

18A

19

19A

50-53

51

SM-700

TA-3

PR

PR

TA-3

PR

PR

PR

PR

Active

TA-3

TA-3

PR

TA-18

PR

TA-18

TA-1B

TA-18

TA-18

TA-18

TA-18

TA-18

TA-18

TA-18

TA-18

TA-50

TA-50

TA-50

TA-50

TA-50

TA-50

TA-50

TA-35

TA-50

ACTIVE

TA-50

CIP

CIP

CIP

CIP

CI/VCP

VCP

VCP

VCP

VCP/PVC

CIP

CIP

VCP

PVC

VCP

VCP/CIP

CIP

CIP

CIP

CIP

CIP

VCP

ss

ss

CIP

CIP

PVC

PVC

CIP

CIP

CIP

1

6

8

5

6

5

3

- 3

3

2

3

8

5

1 1/2

1 1/2

6-8

6

5

5

6

1

SS/PVC Note m.

CI/PVC 3

CIP 3

CIP 3

CIP 3

215

2887

3^75

160

85

1520

80

2825

120

no

136

176

3776

335

290

200

150

0

56

6

505

159

630

10

1762

28

588

67

11

11

95

11

508

305

65

160

100

330

50

5

8

14

4

5

10

6

68 32

4.5

3.5

12K

324K

160K

16K

Bkg

3.5 - 8K

4.5 3-0 Bkg

56 2 80K

16 30 40K

2 5.5 2K

0.5 0.5

6.5

2K

Bkg

119.8

16.7

8.4

9.4

20.8

0.99

1.0

12

101

99

118

50

1.6

3-0

38.9

3.3

8.5

12

17

10

29

43

165

2100

1

6

6

7

15

11

6

9

6

51

1

7.5

1.5

1

0.5

3-5

1

6.5

13

-

-

-

8

-

-

3

_

32K

32K

32K

Bkg

320K

Bkg

400K

320K

Bkg

56.1

3-1

14.0

0.84

9.6

3.9

5.6

7.7

22.9

32

111

24

13

229

279

58

183

45

61



TABLE A-l (Continued)

LINE COST AND WASTE VOLUHE SUMMARY3

Line
No.

55

56-66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73-89

90

90A

90B

90C

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100-113

ni)

115-131

132-166

167

168-171

172

173A

173B

173C

257

Siteb

TA-50

ACTIVE

TA-50

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

ACTIVE

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

ACTIVE

TA-35

Note n.

Note o.

TOWN

TOWN

TOWN

TOWN

TOWN

TOWN

TA-21

Type0

VCP

CIP/VCP

ss
BS

SS/BS

VCP

BS

SS

SS

SS

BS

BS

BS

BS

GS

BS

DI

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

CIP

CIP

VCP

VCP

VCP

BS

Diam.
(in)

6

6

3

4

4

H

4

1-3

2

3

1

1

3

2

1

2

2

2

3

2

2

3

3

4

8

8

8

2

Length
Removed
(ft)

300

280

24

17

268

48

122

289

138

50

mo
22

139

137

100

35

82

12

144

150

150

17

1003

60

67

43

78

137

Length
Left
(ft)

35

150

120

71

73

Note p.

Note q.

Avg.
Depth

(ft)

-

-

3

4

3

3

4

3

3

6

15

-

15

16

3

8

7

6

5

6

3

Waste
Volume
Removed

(m3l
pipe soil

-

-

0.5

1

7

0.5

1.5

5

1.5 31

1 66

3 157

-

-

0.5

12.5

3

2.5 .5

2.5 5

2.5 .5

2

Avg.
Activity

(dpmZ
lOOcnT)

_

-

Bkg

Bkg

Bkg

Bkg

Bkg

5mR/hr

3mR/hr

5mR/hr

5mR/hr

-

20mR/hr

20mH/hr

50mfi/hr

12K

12K

12K

2.IK

16K

200K

Removal

Coste

C*K)

_

-

1.3

0.9

35.3

2.7

2.9

3.9

2.3

5.6

12.8

-

13-1

13-3

1.0

83.6

10.1

18.3

9.2

16.1

_

cost/rt

($)

-

-

54

53

103

56

23

14

17

112

175

-

94

97

59

120

168

273

214

206

_
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TABLE A-l (Continued)

NOTES:

a . C o s t 3 and waste volume d a t a compiled from Phase I I d a t a . Phase I da ta
not comple t e .

b . Site designations correspond to those used In the body or this report.
If blank, the line waa not removed as part or this project.

c. Type symbols: BI black Iron, BS black steel, CIP cast Iron pipe, DI
durlron, OS galvanized steel , PVC polyvlnyl chloride, SS stainless
steel , VCP vitrified clay pipe.

d. Alpha radiation rrora 2^ Pu or 2^Pu unless otherwise noted. Coae rates
In mf)/hr are at contact.

e. Removal costs based on craft (Zla) costs only.

f. Several small sections left In place.

g. Bkg 1B background level £ 200 dpm/lOOcm or < 25 pCl/g of so i l ,

h. Removed during construction of Building SM-122.

1. Renumbered aa part or Line 17.

J. 2^'U and/or *TJ was the radioactivity In this line.

k. Up to 5 mR/hr.

1. 238U and suspect tritium.

m. 3-ln SS pipe Inside 6-ln PVC.

v. Lines at TA-2 (not part of this project). Lines 117, 118, 119, and 131
removed In 1985.

o. Lines at TA-21 (not part of this project). Some of these lines are
active.

p. Concrete anchors left In place.

q. Lines at HRL and L03 Alamos Medical Center (not part of this project).
Llnea 168 and 169 were removed In 1976. Line 170, 255 ft left; Line
171, 365 ft left (see text).
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TABLE A - 2

STRUCTURE REMOVAL COST AND WASTE VOLUME*

Structure
Number

MANHOLES

701

702

703

701

705

706

707

708

709

710

711

712

713

711

715

716

717

718

719

720

721

722

723

721

725

726

727

728

723

730

732

733

731

735

736

737

1016

Slteb

SM-700

SM-700

SM-700

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

TA-3

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

TA-3

TA-3

SH-16

TA-18

Vol
(m3)

8.5

5.0

1.3

7.0

7.0

5.7

8

5.6

10

1.7

5.5

9.6

3.2

1.5

3.3

2.1

3.3

2.1

10

3.2

3.1

3.1

9

5.9

1.6

3.3

3.0

2.0

9

Weight
(tons)

17

11.5

10

19.3

20

9

11

12

9

6.5

7.5

8.3

8.5

3

1.3

1.5

1.0

27

9

9

9

11

11

9

1.5

7

-

1.8

Waate
Vol
On3)

5.0

21.3

16

22

7.9

9

5.6

10

1.7

5.5

9.6

3.2

6

2.1

3-3

2.1

10

3.2

3.1

3.1

9

5.9

7.6

3-3

3

2

10

Contam.
Level0

61K

HOOK

Bkg6

120K

1.6K

1.6K

Bkg

Bkg

Bkg

Bkg

Bkg

8K

330

Bkg

500

1.6K

1.6K

1.6K

160K

Bkg

32K

Total
Cost
($K)

2.3

1.5

13-7

10.1

3.6

3.6

1.2

2.8

2.1

3.7

2.5

1.9

3.1

6.3

1.5

3.2

2.0

1.1

3-0

1.2

2.5

0.8

1.3

CO3t/m3

Waste0

160

185

297

172

371

100

750

280

510

673

260

591

2066

621

169

911

588

155

508

552

833

100

130

Comment

Base left In place.

Exterior contamination 10K.

Left In place.

Removed in 1982.

TJ, possible tritium.

Left In place.

Left in place.

Left In place.

Left In place.

238u

238O

2 3 8U, possible tritium.

^ 3^U, possible tritium.

23°U, possible tritium.
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TABLE A-2 (Continued)

STKUCTURE REMOVAL COST AND WASTE VOUME?

Structure
Number Sl te a

Weight
(tons)

Waste
Vol

(m )
Contarn.
Levelc

Total
Cost
($K)

Cost/m
Waste3 Conment

TA-50

TA-50

TA-50

TA-50

Town

TA-U8

TA-35

OTHER STRUCTURES

SM-700

59-08

TSL-8

TSL-9

TSL-10

TSL-22

T3L-31

TSL-36

TSL-41

NOTES:

31-700

TA-59

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

TA-35

9.1

1.0

2.0

3.5

60

60

317

37

66

50

30

50

122

Note g

6H3

50

72

1 x 10° 13.0

1.0 Bkg

2.0 Bkg

33.5

50*

Bkg

Bkg

0.4

0.1

5.1

30.3

Note g .

134

9-4

14.

a. Cost and waste volume data compiled from Phase II data, ftiase I data
not complete.

b. Site designations correspond to those used In the body of this report.

c. Interior alpha radiation In dpm/100 cm from ™Pu or " 9 p U j unless
otherwise noted.

d. Removal costs based on craft (Zla) co3ts only.

e. Bkg Is background level £ 200 dpm/100 cm2 or <25 pCl/g of s o i l .

f. riVhr.

g. Combined with TSL-8.

260 Contaralnated soil remains.

400

200

161 90Y, 9 0 s r contaminated so i l remains.

238

Note £ .

208

186

195
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APPENDIX B

BASIS FOR SOIL CLEANUP GUIDELINES

I. INTRODUCTION

Possible cleanup guidelines for various radionuclides likely to be

encountered during the radioactive liquid waste lines removal project

were reviewed. This appendix discusses the basis for the cleanup

guides presented in Section II.A.I of this report and the procedures

for their implementation. Cleanup operations were based on the

following guidance.

o Keep radiation exposure to the general public to as low a level

as reasonably achievable (ALARA) (DOE 1981). This guidance

Implies that all contamination be removed to the extent possible,

given existing technical and economic constraints. Removal of

contamination to background conditions was considered the ideal

objective. However, situations arose in which removal to back-

ground levels was not feasible. In these cases contamination was

removed as practical.

o Remaining soil contamination, after being minimized in accordance

With the ALARA policy, must also comply with the requirement that

no member of the public receive a dose, as a result of exposure

to the contamination, exceeding specified dose limits of 500

mrem/yr to any organ of the body. Soil radioactivity levels

corresponding to this dose limit were estimated for those radio-

nuclides that might be encountered. Incorporation of conserva-

tive assumptions made it very unlikely that a member of the

public would receive a dose in excess of 500 mrem/yr from soil

concentrations below the guidelines.

Flexibility in the application of these guidelines was recommended.

This would involve considering each hard-to-decontaminate area

individually, taking into account such factors as the extent and

depth of the contaminated zone, the radionuclides present and their
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concentrations, the nature of the contaminated soil, and the safety,

economics, and likely benefit of further decontamination efforts.

II. SURFACE SOIL GUIDELINES

Surface soil guidelines were applied to above-background concentra-

tion of radionuclides in soil to a depth of 5 ft (1.5 m ) . This depth

was selected because the root zone of most agricultural plants does

not exceed 1.5 m. Guidelines for surface soil were developed not

only to be directly applied to existing surface contamination, but

also to be indirectly applied to subsurface contamination that may

eventually appear on the surface through some physical process, such

as excavation or erosion.

Surface soil guidelines for the radionuclides considered here, taken

from Healy and Rodgers (Healy 1979A), and Healy, Rodgers, and Wienke

(Healy 1979B), were presented in Table III. They result from evalua-

tion of inhalation, ingestion, and external radiation doses over 70

yr of exposure.

241The Am guide recommended by Healy and Rodgers (Healy 1979A) was

changed to correspond to the home gardener ingestion pathway (Healy

1979B). This pathway was considered more appropriate for the waste

line case than the scenario in which an individual obtains all his

food from the contaminated area.

The uranium soil guideline from Healy (1979B) was calculated for

in equilibrium with U. This guideline was changed to correspond

to the two radionuclides considered individually. Presentation of

the uranium soil guides in this form was convenient for the liquid

waste line project, since •* U and U were found in disequilibrium

in some locations.

Ill, SUBSURFACE SOIL GUIDELINES

Healy and Rodgers (Healy 1979A) Investigated a variety of pathways by

which buried radioactive material could reach the biosphere and

result in a dose to man. Tne pathways they considered included 1)
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erosion of the material and i t s covering soil and subsequent flow

i n t o r iver systems used for dr inking water and I r r i ga t i on , 2)

leaching into groundwater, 3) resuspenslon of material exposed by

erosion, and 4) human habitation and agriculture on exposed material.

They found the most limiting pathway for long-lived radionuclides to

be l iv ing and farming on contaminated soil where soi l cover had been

eroded away.

For the waste l ines removal project, this human habitation pathway

would also be among the most r es t r i c t ive . Three different exposure

scenarios were considered to be the more r e s t r i c t i v e scenarios

applicable to the project. Each involves some type of unintentional

human entry Into the contaminated zone. Results of the analyses for

each scenario are presented in Table B-l. Subsurface soil concentra-

tion guides based on these results were presented in Table I I I .

A. Human Habitation of Eroded Contaminated Area

The f i r s t scenario is a direct application of the human habita-

tion pathway (Healy 1979A). Cover soil Is eroded by surface flow

until subsurface radioactive material is eventually exposed. The

radionuclide concentration in th i s exposed soil i s required to be

equal to the surface so i l guidel ines (Table I I I ) . Dilution

factors -are estimated that re la te the original subsurface concen-

trations to the levels expected to be present In the exposed

radioactive material. In evaluating the effect of erosion in

exposing contaminated s o i l , Healy (1979A) applied a general

dilution factor of 2 to account for mixing with uncontaminated

suspended sediment in the water. An additional dilution factor

of 6 due to the mixing of the contaminated material with clean

soil upon buria l was also used. The overall dilution factor Is

12 (2 x 6) , so that the subsurface soil concentration guides

would be equal to the surface guides multiplied by 12. Results

are given in the f i r s t column of Table B-l.
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B. Locating a Home on Excavated Soil

A second potential pathway involved the placement of contaminated

soil on the surface. It was assumed that an individual con-

structed his home across the contaminated area and the excess

soil excavated from the basement was spread around his home. The

soil was used for gardening and was available for wind resuspen-

sion. The basement had dimensions of 60 ft x 30 ft x 10 ft (18 m

x 9 m x 3 m), and the contaminated soil that was dug up was con-

servatively assumed to have dimensions of 60 ft x 6.6 ft x 3.3 ft

(18 m x 2 m x 1 m ) . This described a volume 6.6 ft (2 m) in

width and 10 ft (3 m) in depth, running along the length of the

basement 5 ft (1.5 m) below the surface of the ground. The dilu-

tion factor, calculated from consideration of the volume of the

soil excavated, was 13.5. The guidances derived for this

scenario are given in the second column of Table B-l.

C. Excavation of Contaminated Soil

A third scenario consisted of an unintentional entry into the

contaminated area, such as by workmen digging a basement or

installing underground utility lines. This scenario was con-

sidered applicable to the frequent construction that occurs along

Pajarito Road and Diamond Drive.

Exposure time estimates were based on the time necessary to exca-

vate a basement the size of that described in B above. Estimated

times varied greatly according to the type of machinery involved

in the excavation. Estimates ranged from 11 h to 22 h. A repre-

sentative scenario for the maximum exposed individual would

include high dust loading and a relatively long exposure time.

The maximum exposed individual was assumed to participate in the

construction of ten homes in the contaminated area during the

course of a year (a total exposure time of 24 h ) . The dust

loading was assumed to be 5 mg/m , the existing threshold limit

value for nuisance dust in the respirable range. The workman's

breathing rate was 43 L/min, corresponding to heavy exertion.

The dilution factor of 13.5 derived above was used. Dose con-
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version factors from Healy (1979A) were utilized to predict the

inhalation dose. Because of the exposure times, the doses cal-

culated were the 70 yr dose commitments rather than the annual

dose.

For 1J'Cs, the most restrictive exposure in this scenario would

result from external radiation. Using the value of 0.62( R/hr)/

(pCi/g) for a uniformly contaminated soil (Healy 1979B), the

exposure for 240 h would be 0.15 mR/(pCi/g). Results of the

analysis are given in the third column of Table B-l.

D. Tritium Concentration Guides

Tritium was treated as a special case since it was not included

in the referenced reports (Healy 1979A and Healy 1979B). Soil

concentration guidelines were derived for tritlated water. The

guidelines were given in units of pCi per ml of soil moisture,

rather than pCi/g. Tne three scenarios considered for the sub-

surface soil guidelines were also analyzed for tritium exposure.

These analyses are not described here due to the minor role

tritium played in the decontamination effort of the project.

The surface soil moisture guideline was 8870 pCi/ml; subsurface,

120 000 pCl/ml. These values are in Table III.

E. Application of Guidelines

Most contamination occurred below the liquid waste line at depths

ranging from 3 ft (0.9 m) to 30 ft (9 m). Surface contamination

at or near the surface could appear in areas near the trench

where excavated soil was placed, and the surface soil guidelines

would apply. An appropriate depth to apply these values was

determined to be 5 ft (1.5 m ) , corresponding to a level bounding

the root zones of most agricultural plants with an added margin

of safety. Below that level, the subsurface guidelines would

apply.
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Guidelines given here were derived for area sources. In the

field the simplest use of these guidelines would be to apply them

to single measurements, such as soil samples. However, flexi-

bility was recommended in cases where a single sample exceeded

the limit but, when averaged with other positive samples in its

vicinity, the average concentration would be below the guideline.

Use of single measurements for comparison with the soil guide-

lines was considered a conservative procedure not always reason-

able to follow in all situations. Whether or not to apply an

area average for a particularly difficult area to decontaminate

was decided on a case-by-case basis. It was suggested that an

area over which averaging would be appropriate would be a 60 ft x

6.6 ft (18 m x 2 m) contaminated area (same as in Section B).

Excavated sections of liquid waste line were cleaned until no

above background readings were obtained with survey instruments.

When no excess radioactivity was measured, soil samples were

taken along the trench bottom and trench walls. The number of

soil sampling locations was determined by expected radionuclide

levels and their variability. These soil samples would then be

dried and counted for gross alpha and gross beta using a ZnS

scintillator detection system as described in Section II.A.3-

The counting error (+_ 3 std dev) for a 5-min count has been

estimated at 26 pCi/g for gross alpha (background count of 30)

and 3.75 pCi/g for gross beta (background count of 300). These

values are 52% and 5% of the most restrictive surface soil

concentration guides and 3% and 0.4% of the most restrictive sub-

surface soil guides.
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TABLE B-l. SUMMARY OP SCENARIO CALCULATIONS FOR THE SUBSURFACE

SOIL GUIDELINES (pCi/g)a

Radlonuclldes

AM-241

Pu-239,240

Pu-238

U-238

U-235

U-234

Cs-137

Sr-90

H-3b

Erosion
Scenario

600

2400

4200

960
960
960
960

1200

—

Locating a Home on
Excavated Soil

675
2700

4726

1080

1080

1080

1080

1350

120 000

Excavation of
Contaminated Soil

724
1942

3185

5550

5550

5550

3360

2.8 x 106

4.0 x 106

Soil activity concentration above natural background which could result
in a dose to any organ of 500 mrem/yr.

pCi/ml of soil moisture.
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APPENDIX C

PROCEDURES FOR ALARA DECISIONS

ALARA policy Is applied to D & D activities at the Laboratory by way of

o normal efforts to keep exposure of each D & D worker or any other worker

ALARA while performing his job,

o limitations on potential exposure of workers from any radiation source

left after D & D activities, and

o limitations on potential exposure of any member of the public from any

radiation source left after D & D activities.

Implementation of ALARA activities is directed by HSE-1 (Radiation Protec-

tion Group). Oversight or enforcement is provided by HSE-8 (Environmental

Surveillance Group) when the project or activity could have a potential

impact on the environment or has a human/environment interface.

ALARA activities are not directed by committee at Los Alamos. HSE-1

personnel responsible for monitoring operations Involving radiation or

radioactive material of a particular site advise the operating group on how

best to perform the work in a manner that keeps doses ALARA.

ALARA applications have been common in D & D work at Los Alamos. D & D

workers have had very low dose acquisition compared to radiation workers.

Our experience shows that routine radiation protection practices (radiation

monitoring, dosimetry, and airborne contamination sampling) and the rela-

tively low dose rates encountered in D & D operations to date combine to

keep dose levels low. An HSE-1 health physics technician is assigned

full time to D & D projects.

ALARA decisions related to D & D work at Los Alamos have dealt primarily

with left contaminated items or soil. The general procedure followed to

arrive at ALARA decisions for left items was as follows:
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1. The HSE-1 representative is informed by the construction engineering

representative that an item should be left in place for substantive

reasons: it is beneath or encased with major utility lines, it is

beneath structures or streets, it is at depths too great to reach by

normal means. Extra effort to remove the item would exceed cost/

benefit guidance.

2. The HSE-1 representative verifies that the quantity of remaining radio-

activity Is either low enough or its depth is great enough that the

item will not pose a hazard to workers or the public anytime in the

future. Entombment or placarding or placement of a monument is con-

sidered in cases where intrusion by digging into the area could be

hazardous.

3. The HSE-8 representative is informed of the need to leave the item in

place. He investigates and concurs or asks for further effort.

4. When concurrence is reached, the HSE-1 representative prepares an ALARA

memorandum and includes descriptive material as needed to document the

location and activity level of the item.
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ALARA DECISION MEMORANDA
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LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY
.'DIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M LO:, ALAMOS, NEW MEX.CO B 7US
Telephone E M

Radioactive Liquid Waste DATE August 28, 1981
Collection System Improvement Project File

. Aw)
: Allen ValeutlrteVTechnical Manag"

FROM Lee/flcAtee, Asst. Technical Manage

SUBJECT SUB PROJECT B : LINE REMOVAL, WORK PACKAGE I 2 . T A 3 5

SYMBOL H-l-81

MAIL STOP " 0 1

Between August 11 and 21, 1981, as part of the Acid Waste Line Removal
Project, structure TSL-22 at TA-35 shown on the attached rigure was
excavated and taken to the solid radioactive disposal site for proper
burial. TSL-22 was formerly used as a sludge holding tank for a
radioactive liquid processing plant at the site. Upon removal It was
found that surrounding soil was contaminated to as high as 1.6 x 10
disintegration per minute per gram of soil (d/m/g) with Sr-90 and
Cs-137. This soil was excavated laterally until no further
contamination wss detectable by established monitoring procedures [30"
error = 3-75 pCl/g gross beta]. The soil was also excavated downward
to essentially solid tuff at about four feet below where the bottom of
the tank had been located (total depth ten feet below surface). At this
depth, activity levels ranging between T80 and 5,000 pCi/g gross beta
primarily associated with cracks between solid pieces of tuff were st i l l
detectable.

To further decontaminate this area would require large heavy equipment
and an inordinate quantity of soil removal. The excavated areB is
closely adjacent to TA-35, TSL-7 which is within an active Laboratory
site. Also comparison of the activity type, levels, and distribution In
the pit to hazard evaluation scenarios for Sr-90 Indicate a very low
probability of significant exposure due to any future intrusion Into the
contaminated area.

for these reasons, it has been recommended and approved by Line Removal
Project Management and DOE officials that there be no further decontami-
nation of the area and that the excavation be backfilled with clean
soil. This docunent verifies that the proper authorities in compliance
with established and approved procedures have determined that the ares
described above has been decontanlnated to As Low As Reasonably
Achievable levels .

Harry's. Jot*an William Crlsmon
ConsyuctLoiT Project Manager Los Alamos Area Office, DOE

9[( /8i qfJai
Dale 7 Date
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memorandum
10 RLWCS Improvement P r o j e c t ; Sub-Projec t B-"*" September 1, 1982

Line Removal F i l e fC>fc r^
•"" Bay Garde, Technica l Manage***3 " " " * ' ME517/1-5397

"o" J . R. Harper, H-T J w f " ^ ^ 5™a°L H7-B2-316
J"=' "ALARA" DECISION AT THE TA-3-SH-7O3 LOCATION

TA-3-SM-703, o 1 .3- x 1.3- x 2.3-meter concrete acid sewer
manhole s t r u c t u r e , was removed on August 30, 1982, and disposed
of at the s o l i d rad ioacc ive waste d i s p o s a l s i t e . Contaminated
s o i l found under the s t r u c t u r e was removed such that a 2 . 7 - x
2.7- x 5.3-meter p i t was crea ted in the former locat ion of TA-
3-SH-703. The average gross alpha contamination found in the
bottom of the trench was 140.4 pCi/g of s o i l . The range of
gross alpha contamination l e v e l s was from 7B.4 pCi/g t o 255.1
pCi/g. The average beta-gamma contaminat ion found i r the bottom
o£ the trench was 22.8 pCi/g of s o i l with a range ot contamina-
t ion l eve l s from 19.9 pCi/g t o 24.0 pCi /g .

To further decontaminate t h i s area would require large heavy
equipment and an ino rd ina te q u a n t i t y of s o i l removal with no
significant beneficial returns as hazard evaluation scenarios
indicate an extremely low probability of significant exposure
due to any future intrusion into the bottom of the contaminated
pit . The sides of the pit are not cor.taminated according to
established monitoring procedures.

For these reasons, i t has been decided by Line Removal Project
management and DOE officials that there be no further decon-
tamination in the pit and that the pit location be documented
and the pit backfilled with noncontaminated soil. This docu-
ment verifies that rhe proper authorities in compliance with
established and approved procedures have determined that the
area described above has been decontaminated to As Low As
Reasonably Achievable Levels (ALARA).

JRH/pb

"Harry ,5. Jordan' w111 Iam Crismon I
Construction Project Manager Los Alamos Area Office, DOE

To: RLWCS Improvement Project; September 1, 1982
Sub-Project B Line Removal File H7-82-316
Rrv Garde, H-7, MS E518

Distribution:

H-l Group Office, MS P229
H-7 Group Office, MS E518
H-8 Group Office, MS K490
W. Crismon, DOE/LAAO, MS A316
H. Jordan, HDO, MS P228
J. Harper, H-7, MS E518
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Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos.New Mexico 87545 memorandum

Ray C a r d s &*T< March 2, 19 64

Jin CojgS^' uA*.twnwLtr*om. E520/7-5420

HSE-7-84-108

DECONTAMINATION OF TUO SECTIONS OF LINE 20 AT TH£ SH-32-34 AREA

A total of 43 ft of L1 n« 20, a fi" rlt r c o u i clay pipe were
d e c o n t a m i n a t e d , s u r v e y e d , n t l i d and left In plact on March 1,
1984.

The flrit a a c t l o n wai 27' long located under trailer SM 1513 .
The iicond l e c t i o n vii 16' long ancaicd In concrete located
under • water n i n .

The d e c o n t a m i n a t i o n effort conalated of awsbbing the I m l d e of
tha pipe with ( U t t r g e n t s , r i m i n g and dryin g . The 16 ft
acctlon U I I w a s h e d twice.

Both i c c t l o m w a r e aurveyed for alpha and bete c o n t a m i n a t i o n .
Direct surveys w e r e aade with standard portable instrument!.
The alpha d e t e c t o r waa attached to a ten foot pole and the pipe

Swipes were c o u n t t J on proportional courters st T A - 5 0 .

Direct alpha survey resulta ware <100 dpta/ 50 cm 2 (norms 1
background for the lnstrunents) beta r e a d i n g ! were <0. 2 oR / hr
(background for this a r a a ) . ~~

Two of the swip«a taken on the east end of the 16' section were
over 2 x b a c k g r o u n d , the pip* waa rawashed and the recount was
at background l e v e l s . The soil located at the ends of the pipe
was balow e s t a b l i s h e d gui da lines.

The exact l o c a t i o n s wars recorded for the as built d r a w l n g i .

xci Pile
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Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alarnos.New Mexico 87545 memorandum

•o Ray Garde, Radiation Protection
Associate Group Leader

'°- ,Mm Cox, Technical SuperVfior

•oi. HSE-1-84

June 21, 1984

E520/7-5420

A SECTION OF LINE 30A LEFT IN PLACF WEST OF DIAMOND DRIVE

A total of 5' of Line 30A, a 8" vitreous clay pipe were l e f t 1n
place on June 19, 1984.

The section of pipe was located under a 13.2KV underground e lect r ica l
duct encased In concrete at a depth of 5- feet . During the encasement
of the e lec t r i ca l duct, the 5' portion of Line 30A was also encased
1n concrete. I t appears that Line 30A was f i l l e d with concrete. Since
Line 30A has been abandoned, no e f fo r t was made to repair the l ine or
remove the concrete.

Direct alpha surveys on each end of the encased section were * ZOOdpm/
100cm2 (normal background of the Instrument). Soil samples along this
l ine have been less than 25pc/g.

The exact location were recorded for as -bu i l t drawings.

JC: 1b

Xc: F i le -
R. Romero, HSE-3 MS K490

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos New Mexico 87545 memorandum

"> Ray Garde, Radiation Protection

Associate Group Leader
i»ou Jim Cox, Technical

»n June 27, 1981

uii(»TiiiM« E520/7-5H20

HSE-l-BIl

A SECTION OF LINE 12 REMAINING AT THE SH-16 PARKING AREA

der __

A total or 63 feet of Line 12, *n 8 inch vitreous clay pipe were surveyed,
aealed and left in place on Hay 23, 196<l.

The section of pipe was located under a concrete retaining wall and parking
area at a depth of approximately 14 feet.

Direct alpha, beta and gamma surveys of inside the pipe were 5 200 dpm/100
alpha and < 0.2 nr/hr beta and ganna. A tritium smear was taken Inside
pipe and analyzed by HPAL the results were £20 dpm/100 cm*. A cloth auipe
pulled through the pipe and surveyed for alpha with a Nal counter, results w
11 dpm/cm*. The above readings were normal background for the instrumen
The tritium smear results is considered insignificant.

Soil samples taken at each eno of the remaining aectlon of pipe were < 25
pCl/g. The axact location were recorded for the as-built drawings.

JC:JC

Xc: R. Romero, HSE-B, HS 1W90
F i l e (TA-50)
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tssKsra memorandum

Ray Garde, Radiation Protection June 28, 1984
Associate Group Leader y\
J1m Cox, Technical Supervtefo' u i m w u o i w n E52O/7-512O

" * " " TWO SECTIONS OF LINE 13 REGAINING AT THE OS PARKING ARE/1

A total of 8 feet of l ine 13, a 6" vitreous clay pipe were le f t 1n place on
Hay 3, and 5, 1984.

The f i r s t section was 3 feet long located at a depth of 17 feet under a 10
Inch clay sanitary sewer Hne. The sewer l ine was 10 feet above Line 13.
While attempting to remove Line 13, a small crack and "sagging" of the sewer
l ine was detected, the Hne was re-supported and encased In concrete.

The second section was 5 feet long at a depth of 16 feet located under cement
encased steam and condensate lines and a 16 inch water main. The removal
of Line 13, 10 feet below these lines was f e l t would Jeopardize the in tegr i ty
of the water main.

Sections of Hne and soi l on both sides of the remaining sections were
surveyed by Phoswich and ZnS Counting Systems. No contamination above
25 pc./g was detected.

The exact locations were recorded for the as-bu1lt drawings.

JC:1b

Xc: R. Romero, HSE-8, HS K490
File

M
5Nati

Los Alamos New Mex ico 87545
Los Alamos National Labo,alo. y mCmOrandUm

Ray Garde, Radiation Protection wi« July 3, 198^
Aaacniate Croup Leader ^K/
Jim Cox, Technical Supervisory* -* w^ ito»itLi*«o*<( £520/7-5^20

HSE-i-81)

LINE 167: CONCRETE ANCHORS LEFT IN PLACE ON NORTH SIDE 0? L05 ALAMOS CANiC

Five concrete anchors (average size !' > J1 i ( ' | were used to secure IWL
167, a 3" cast Iron pipe, to the north wall of Los Alamos Canyon. For
exact locations refer to Engineering Drawing No. C«39*3, sheet 32. The
upper most anchor was removed, but the other four anchors were leTt In
place on June 20, 19BiJ.

The sections of pipe left encased In each of the anchors were spi-roximately
3' long. The sections were decontaminated, the ends were sealed with
concrete and the anchors were backfilled to upgrade one foot above the pipe
openings.

During the removal of Line 167, soil samples were taken between the
anchors, all samples were below established guide lines. Embedded alpna
activity Inside the pipe was less than 25 pc/g. Beta-Gamma activity were
at background levels.

JC.ac

ALARA File, TA-5P, HS E520
R. Romero, HSE-B, HS K190
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Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos.New Mexico 87545 memorandum

'° Ray Garde, Radiation Protection
Associate Group _LfHd*r

••o- Jim Cox, HSE-1

" " July 3 , 1981

u i E520/7-5H20

iu»"ic- A SECTION OF LINE 11 REMAINING AT THE SM-65 AREA

A t o t a l o f 2 3 f e e t o f l i n e 1 1 , an 8 - l n c h v i t r e o u s c l a y p i p e were
s u r v e y e d , s e a l e d , and l e f t lr. p l a c e on Hay 17, 1961.

The s e c t i o n o f p i p e was l o c a t e d under Bul ' .d lng SH-177 at a depth of 13
feet .

Direct alpha surveys of Inside the pipe were <_ 200 dpm/100 cm and Beta
readings were £ 0.2 tnr/hr. A cloth awlpe was pulled through the pipe
and surveyed for alpha act ivity with a Nal counter results were • 1
dpm/cm. All of the ubove readings were normal background for "the
Instruments.

Soil samples taken at each end of the remaining aectlon of pipe were
< 25 pCl /g . The exact l o c a t i o n s were recorded for the a s - b u l l t
drt.tings.

JC:vm

Xc: TA-55
R. Romero, HSE-B, MS K190
Fi l e

Los Atemos National Labor a'ory
Los Alamcs New Mexico 87545 memorandum

'° Ray Garde, Radiation Protection
Associate Group Leader

l0" Jl» Cox, Radiation Protec t ion^
Tec!.. 'ipervlaor

"*• HSE-1-flU

MM July 18, 19B«

~(H« E520/7-5120

A SECTIOK OF LIKE 11 LEFT IK PLACE SOUTH OF PAJARITO ROAD

A t o t a l or four f ee t of Line 11, an B-inch vitreous clay pipe were l e f t
in place on July 11, 19B1.

The Motion of pipe was located at • depth of 16 feet under a water
• aln, *torn sewer, co-ai and talepnone lines. It was felt that the
removal of Line 11, 11 to 12 feet below these lines by •echanlcil
•eans, would prevent Jeopardizing of the Integrity of the water main.
Tunneling at this depth by hand was considered a personnel safety
hazard.

Sections of line and soil o.i both sides of t»'« remaining aection were
surveyed by Phoswlch and ZnS oounting systems. No contamination above
25 pCl/f was detected.

The exact locatlor.s were recorded 'or the as-built dra-jlngj.

JC:VB

Xc: R. losiero, tBE-fl, MS ID90
Fi l e . TA-50, MS EMO
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Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos.New Mexico 87545 memorandum

'° Ray Garde, Radiation Protection " " July 27. 1981
Associate Group Leader .

"<" Jim Cox, Radiation Protectloijjy' m m w u m n i E520/7-5"20
Technical Supervisor "

•"—01 HSE-I-S^

M*/ir. A SECTION OF LINE 2 REMAINING NORTH OF BUILDING SH-216

A total or 8 feet of Line 2, an 8-lnch vitreous clay pipe was le f t In
place on July 17, 198H. The section of pipe was located at a depth of
6 feet under a Nitrogen Dewar concrete foundation.

No alph/or beta-gamma contamination was detected Inside the remaining
section of pipe or along the excavated trench l ine leading to or away
from the foundation.

The exact locat ions were recorded for the as -bui l t drawings.

JC:vn

Xc: R. Ronero, HSE-8, US KI49O
File

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos New Mexico 87545 memorandum

Ray Garde, HSE-1 , MS P229

Jim Cox, H5&-1/V'

HSE-1-SS-8

A SECTION OF LINE 2 REMAININC WEST OF BUILDING SH-216

•»'• 13 August 1964

IM •to»aiii»MoM E52O/7-542O

A total of 23 f e e t of Line 2, an B Inch vitreous clay pipe was l e f t ir,
place on August 9 , 19JJf,v f t£

he section of pipe was located at a depth of
i to 5 feet under ui-Jnfygii" 5 in . conduits encased in a 3.5 f t . x 3.5
f t . concrete shie ld and under a concrete encased water main.

No alpha or beta-gama contamination was detected inside the remaining
section or pipe or along the excavated trench l ine leading to or away
from the aection.

The exact locat ion was recorded for the a s - b u i l t drawings.

JC:cal

Cy: R. Romero, HSE-8, MS K490
Fi l e , TA-5D, MS E520
File
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Los Alamos National Laboratory mAltiArOnfll IIH
LDS Alamos New Mexico 87545 ITIVITIIirCinfjUITl

Ray Garde, HSI>1 , MS P229 °"1 28 Ai»-iBt 1984

Jim Coi, HSE-1 £ A -""»"•"»«- ' E520/7-5420

HSE-1-SS-14

A SECTION OF LINE 43 REMAININC SOUTH OF BUILDING TA-55

A total of 4 f e e t of Line 431 an 6 inch caat iron pipe, waa l e f t in
place on August 24, 1964. The section of pipe vaa located 4 fee t deep
at station 2*80, encased In concrete, lying over a water Bain and under
a gas main. I t was f e l t that removing th la l e c t i o n of L.43 would
Jeopardize the integri ty of the water Bain.

The remaining aection of L.43 wan decontaminated by the HSE-1 Decon
Section, and the ends were aealed with concrete. Prior to
decontamination Jilpha aurveye Indicated contamination levelu up 'o
40,000 dpm/iOOcm by iwipe. After decontamination theae l eve l s were
reduced to 4,000 dpm/IOOcm direct , and no detectable by awlpe.

JCicl

Cy: R. Ro»ero, HSE-8, ?
Fi le , TA-50, MS E520

Los Alamos National Laboratory —m\MHAi>nw aim «•*%
LosAlamos New Mexico 87545 IIItTlllUl CIIIUUIIE

10 RAY GARDE, HSE-1 "*" SEPT. 1 1 , 1984

••"- JIH COX^*' " ~ ito.^ui~oM p229/ 7-8080

•""0' HSE-1-84-SS- IB

•mjic A SECTION OF LINE 2 REMAINING AT SH-422

A t o t a l of. 7 f e e t of l i n e 2, an 6 inch Vi treous Clay Pipe wai l e f t in

place on S^pt. 6 , lVcUt. The l e c t i o n of pi;je was located ac a depth

of 5 f e e t under 16 - - 5 Inch c o n d u l t i encased In a 3 .5 f t . X 3 . 5

f t . concre te i h l e l d .

No contaminat ion wai detected in» lde the rimalnlng aec t lon of pipe or

along the excavated trench l i n e l e a d i n g to or away from the l e c t i o n .

The exact l o c a t i o n was recorded for the a i - b u l l t drawings.

CY: F. ROMERO, HSE-8, MS K490
FILE, TA-50, MS-E520.
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Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos New Mexico 87545 memorandum

'o Ray Garde, HSE-1, MS P229

•«o~ J i n Cox, HSE-1 '

••"•o. HSE-1-SS-25

>-•'•=• A SECTION OF LINE 5 REMAINING AT MERCURY ROAD

,'f
26 September 1984

E520/7-54HO

A total of 12 feet of Line 5, • 3 inch caat iron pipe was left in place
on September 22, 19B4-

The section of pipe waB located at a depth of 5 feet under concrete
encaaed water and gas lines.

No contamination uae detected inside the remaining section of pipe or
along the excavated trench leading to or away from the section.

The exact location was recorded for the as-buil t drawings.

JC;col

Cy: ft. Romero. HSE-B, ttS K490
File, TA-50, MS E520

m
Los Alamos National laboratory
Los Alamos New Mexico 87545 memorandum

'o Ray Garde, HSE-1, MS P229

• • ~ Jim Cox, HSE-1 iS"- ^ I T O , ™ ,

— o l HSE-1-SS-27

« a t ' A SECTION OF LINE 2 REMAINING AT PAJARITO ROAD

13 November 19B4

E520/7-5420

A total of 4.5 feet of Line 2, a 8 inch vitreous clay pipe was left in
place on October 30, 1984.

The section of pipe was located at depth of 6.5 feet embedded in a
concrete thrust block (water main). No contamination was detected inside
the remaining section of pipe or along the excavated trench leading to or
away from the section.

The exact location was recorded for the as-buil t drawings.

JCrcal

Cy: R. Bsnero, HSE-B, HS K490
File, TA-50, MS E520
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Los Alamos National Labotator y
Los Alamos New Mexico B7545 memorandum

10 Ray G a r d e , H S E - 1 , MS P229 t»n 19 November 1964

HUM Jim Cox , HSE-1 ^ « . I > D " I L I - « « E520/7-5420

«ov HSE-l-SS-32

uia CONTAMINATED SOIL LEFT AT EXCAVATION OF W - m - 6 NOVEMBER 2 , 1984

Contain nation up to 25 r*Ci/g was in i t i a l l y detected in Uw foil
surroundlng and below HH-WH-6. The manhole and approximately 20m of
soi l were removed to approximately 19 feet below grade, 7 feet below the
bottom surface of MH-VW-6.

Up to 3.B nCi/g alpha act ivi ty remains in the soi l . Richard Romero,
HSE-B participated in the ALARA decision. S^. -M*- 78 Z/t <rS+r*.i*,£

JC:cal

Attach: Plan View: Excavation of MH-VW-6

R. Romero. HSE-B, HS K490
F i l e , TA-50, HS E520

TEN 30IL SAMPLES WERE COLLECTED ON THE
BOTTOM, AND THE SIDES OF THE PIT WALLS,
DEPTH OF BOTTOM SURFACE WAS * l 9 ' - 6 "
AFTER REMOVAL OF OLD ACID MANHOLE WM-6
f - 'PLESWERE COLLECTED NOV. 2, (984

N

W

POSITION I • S.E. WALL I41 1123 —
POSITION 2 ' S.W. WALL 14' 2064 II
POSITION 3 ' EXACT BOTTOM T7-I/21- 18' 73 —
POSITION 4 • EXACT BOTTOM I7-I/21-18' 3130 23
POSITION 5 • EXACT BOTTOM 19-1/2' 2939 15
POSITION 6 ' EXACT BOTTOM 19-1/2' 940 —
POSITION 7- EXACT BOTTOM 17-1/2'-IB1 3832 10
POSITION 8'EXACT^ BOTTOM l7-l/2'-IB' 1709 —
POSITION 9 ' NORTH'WALL 14' 156 —
POSITIONIO- WEST WALL 14' —

LINE 46 —,
(REMOVEOI /

LINE 46 — J
(REMOVED) |

PLAN VIEW
SCALE ' I" - 10'-0"
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Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos.New Mexico 87545 memorandum

Allen Valentine
Radiation Protection Group Leader
Jim Cox, HSE-l)t

HSE-l-SS-5

a*'i 28 January 1985

>~OHI E52O/7-54 20

CONTAMINATED SOILD AND CONCRETE LEFT OF THE EXCAVATION OF HH-TLS-12 A1.*D
UNE 9QA, WORK PACKAGE I I . 5, TA-35

Durirn t h e retnoval of MM-TSL-12 and Line 90A up t o 50 mr/hr be ta -ganna
was de tec ted along the face of the concre te foundation of T5L-7.
Decontamination attempts on the concrete was minimal due to the rojch
surface. The loose contamination was removed. MH-TSL-12 and Line 90A
lying 4-5 fee t eas t of TSL-7 at o depth of 5-9 feet were removed.
Contaminated soi l remaining in the trench ranged from 800 pCi/g, gross
beta on the cost wall toQ? nCi/g gross beta next to T5L-7.

Continued excavation next to TSL-7 was fe l t would endanger the integrity
of the building.

Richard Romero, HSL-8 participated in '-he ALARA decision.

JC:cal

Attach: Plan View, west elev: Excavation ot TSL-1? and Line 90A

Fi le , TA-50, MS E520

Nw^4~ TSL-7

FIFTEEN SOIL 5AMPLE5 WERE COLLECTED ON THE BOTTOM.
A.SD SIDES OF THE PIT WALL5 . DEPTH OF BOTTOM SURFACE
WAS B1 -8" AFTER REMOVAL OF THE OLD ACID HANHOLC
TSL-12, »NB 50'-0" OF J.1NE 9O-A. SAMPLES WERE
COLLECTED JANUARY 8. 19B5 thru JANUARY 11. 1985.

POSITIUN 1

POSITION 2

POSITION 3

POSITION 4

' "ITION 5

TION 6

POSH ION 7

PP-.ITION fl

POSITION 9

POSITION 10

POSITION 11

POSITION 12

POSITION 13

PO5ITION 14

POSITION 15

EXACT BOTTOM

EAST WALL

WEST WALL

EXACT BOTTOM

UEST WALL

EAST WALL

EXALT BOTTOM

EAST WALL

UEST WALL

EXACT BuTTOM

UEST WALL

EAM UALL

EXACT BOTTOM

EAST WALL

UEST WALL

B'-B"

6'-6"

6'-6"

«'-5"

6'-6"

6'-6"

6'-2n

6--6'1

6'-6"

b'-0"

6'-6"

6'-6"

8'-0"

6'-6"

S'-6"

Act ivIcy

1876

9B

465

2024

863

2027

2189

817

7Ur.

1967

3659

498

1669

757

2031

PLAN VIEW
S C A L E ' I " - 1 0 ' - 0 "
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I H r / h r Reta-G.imiu
10 - 10 Mr/ l i r tlula-Gamna
20 - 50 Mr/ l i r ncta-Gamna

50 H r / h r Beca-Camma

• ALL DIRECT READINGS TAKEN ON WEST
STEM WALL <TSL-7) WITH A STANDARD
PORTABLE INSTRUMENT AND G.H. DETECTOR
OPEN SHIELD.

TSL-7

WEST ELEVATION
NTS

EAST ELEVATION
NTS
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Los Alamos National Laboralory
Los Alamos.New Mexico 87545 memorandum

Allen Valentine
Radiation Protection Group Leader
Jin Cox, HSE-Kki-. u,i

HSE-l-SS-7

A SECTION OF LINE 114 REMAINING AT TSL-27

•>»'• 12 February 1985

.»•»« E520/7-5420

A total of 168 feet of Line 114, a 3 inch SS pipe were surveyed, sealed,
and le f t in place on January 24, 1985.

Line 114 was installed in 1961 to carry contaminated waste fron TSL-27 to
T5L-41. The l ine was never used for contaminated waste.

Starting at TSL-41i 17 feet of Line 114 were removed, to a point where i t
ran under a concrete incased 13.2KV power l ines . The remainder of the
line lays under various u t i l i t y lines and the TLS-27 parking lo t . It was
decided by HSE-1 and ENG-1 to leave this section in place.

No contamination was detected in the pipe or excavated trench.

Richard Romero, HSE-B and D. Hohner, ENG-1 participated in this A1ARA
decision.

JC:cl

Cy:
D. Hohner, ENG-1, MS M713
File (TA-50, MS E520)

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos.New Mexico 87545 memorandum

Allen Valentine wn 12 February 19B5
Radiation Protection Group Leader

Jim Cox, HSE-1 C/ „.,,.,TO./tili.,o«, E520/7-5420

HSE-l-SS-8

A SECTION OF LINE 6B REMAINING AT TSL-29
A total of 126 feet of Line 68, a 3 inch 5S pipe were surveyed, sealed
and le f t in place on January 24, 1985.

In 1961 Line 68 was installed to carry contaminated waste from TSL-29 to
TSL-41. The l ine was never used for contaminated waste and was later
incorporated into the buildings sewer system. Starting at TSL-41 approx.
28 feet of t ine 68 was removed. No contamination was detected in the
pipe or excavated trench.

Richard Romero, HSE-8 and D. Hohner, ENG-1 participated in the ALARA
decision.

JC:cl

Cy:
D. Hohner, ENG-1, MS M713
File (TA-50, HS E520)
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Los Alamos Nalional Laboratory
Los Alamos.New Mexico 87545 memorandum

10 Allen Valentine, Radiation Protection » " February 26, 19B5
Group Leader

' « " Jim Cox, HSE-lM- I W I W ™ » « E520/7-5420

••>»<* HSE-1-SS-U

M t ' CONTAMINATED SOIL LEFT AT EXCAVATION OF TSL-10, WOW PACKAGE I I .5 , TA-35

TSL-10, four concrete l iquid waste_collection tanks and approximately 340
m of soi l were removed to 18-20 ^Eeel"jbelow grade.

Up to 356 pCi/g gross Beta (SR-90/Y-90] act ivi ty remains in the soil at
t h i s depth. The area was back f i l led to grade.

Richard Romero, Jay Wenzel, HSE-8, and D. Hohner, ENG-1, participated in
the ALARA decision.

JC:sb

Attachments

Xc: R. Romero, HSE-B. MS K490
D. Hohner, ENG-I, HS M713
File , TA-50, MS E520

. l o c a t i o n of so
ining above guidel

9B5)

WORK PKG. 11.5 TA-35
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LDS Ala-ios Nalionai LaDOf alor >•
LDS Alamos New Men'CO 87545 memorandum

"> Allen M. Valentine, Radiat ion Protection MM March 4,1985
Group Leader

, . » Jim Cox, HSE-1 Technical Supervisofip ' «•. i>o» I J K H E520/7-5420

..-.o, HSE-l-JC— 17-B5

iL,;,r A SECTION OF LINE 7) REMAINING SOOTH
OF BUILDING TSL-27

Approximately ISO feet of l i n e ~>\, a 4 inch black s t e e l pipe wen.-
surveyed and l e f t in p lace on February 20, 1995.

The section, of pipe was located at a depth of approximately 30 feet
under the Dlrt-Berm for subs t a t i on TSL-53.

No contanunation was de tec ted in the pipe or excavated t rench.

Richard Panero, HSE-6, D. Hohner, EUG-1, p a r t i c i p a t e d in the ALARA
decis ion.

JC:bv

A t t a c h : Drawirq K . P . I I . 5

Xc: R. RoiKro, HSE-8, HS K490
D. Hdhner, ENG-1, MS H"?13
Fi le (TA-50, HS E520!

'///////////////A

w/////////////,

W i n : I T ' ' . 11 . r .
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Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos New k/e»ico 87545 memorandum
Allen H. Valentine, Radiat ion Protect ion
Group Leader t^
Jim Cox, HSE-1 Technical Supervisors '^ »<i

«'" March 6, 19BS

i ' » " i , i « w E520/7-5420

HSE-1-JC-1B-05

A SECTION OF LINE 70 REMAINING S.W. OF BUILDING TSL-29, TA-35

A total of 35 feet of Line 70, a 4 inch SS pipe were surveyed, sealed
and left in place on February 23, 19B5,

The f irs t section was 18 feet long located a' a depth of 2-3 feet under
the foundation of the Transformer Oil Storage Tank. The second section
was 17 feet long, 3 feet deep ajxJ located under two concrete encased
water mains.

No contamination was detected in either remaining section of pipe, or
the excavated trenches.

Richard Romero, HSE-B, D. Hohner, ENf>!, participated in the ALAPA
decision.

JC:bv

Attach: Drawing w.p. I I . 5

Xc: R. Romero, HSE-B, MS K490
D. Hdhner, ENG-1 , MS W13
File (TA-50, MS £520i

Transforms'- o i l

s torage tank

WORK PKC. 11.5 TA-3 5
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Los A.amos National Laboratory
Los Alamos N e * Mexico 87S4S memorandum
Allen M. Valentine, Radiation Protection
Group Leader
Jim Cox, "technical Supervisor

March 19, 19B5

••-o. HSE>1-JO24

»-t: A SECTION OF LINE 49 LEFT IN PUVE AT TA-3f>

Approximately 2,100 feet of Line 49 a combination of 3 inch cast iro..
and plastic pipe were left in place on March 15, 198^.

The pipe is located at a depth of 4 to 30 feet under a d i r t berm,
gunited with concrete, asphalt roadways, side walks, nunenous existing
u t i l i t i e s , storm drains, and transportables.

Due to construction projects, Line 49 was relocated several tunes and
the original cast iron pipe was replaced with p las t ic pipe. No
contamination was detected inside the plastic pipe, or excavated
trenchs. Contamination inside the cast iron pipe ranged from 1 to 5
mr/hr gross beta (SR-90/Y90), and was detected at the mechanical joints.
Swipes readings at these points were negative.

Richard Rnrero, HSE-8, art* D. Hohner DJO1, participated in the ALARA
decision.

JC: ov

Attach: Drawing Line 49

Xc: R. Jfcrnero, HSE-S, MS K49D
D. Hohrwr, ENO1, MS H713
File 17A-50, KS E520)

LINE 49 266/1

REMOVED 500'

LENGTH OF CAST IRON I PLASTIC PIPE UNKNOWN

I . W. L. - «9 03/12/85

VALVE
BOX

Removed cleanout I
—16' of p last ic pipe
~ 6 ' deep

Reid Ings:
D i rec t - BKG.
Soi l <Z5 pCI/g
Svlpe - BKG.

fteooved deanout
» ~ 6 ' of 3" plastic
pipe 6'-12' deep

Readings:
Direct - BKG.
Soil <25 pCI/g
Snipe - BKG.

Reaoved cle«nout I
~ 6 ' of C. I .P .— 61

deep

Readings:
Direct - 3 nr/hr
Gaskets only
Soil <25 pCI/g
Swipe - 21 BKG.

Renved cleanout Reaoved 330'
1 — 5' of 3" C. I .P. of 3' C. I .P.
— 5 ' - 6 ' deep surface to

~-6" deep

Readings:
Direct - BKG.
Soil <25 pCI/g
Swipe - BKG.

Readings:
Direct 5«r/hr
at TSL-10
1 ar/hr at
TSL-114
Soil - <S5
pCI/g
Snipe - BKG.

CHAIN
LINK
FENCE

Renoved 145' of C . I . P . 7 ' - 8 '
Readings: D i r e c t 1-2 » r / h r

S o i l - < 25 pCI/g
Swipe - BKC.

G i l b e r t Hontoya HSC-1
Richard R o « r o HSE-8

deep

NORTH

Instrument Readings:
Direct - Beta-Gaana Ludlua 14C open shield GM
tube ( a l l closed sh ie ld readings BKG.)
A l l a lcro-R readings bKG.
A l l M r - 7 alpha r f i d l n g s BHS.
Soi l - HSE-8, Ludlua aodel 2200, Ludlua 44-1
Swipe: Decon.Propor t lona l , NMC PC-445
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Los Alamos National Labotolor>
Los Alamos New Mexico 87S45 memorandum
Allen H. Valentine, Radiation protection
Gr.xxjp Leader
Jim Cox, Technical Supervisor1

March 20, 19B5

E520/7-5420

HSE-l-JC-23

A SECTION OF LINE 2 REMAINING AT PAJARITO ROAD

A total of 40 feet of Line 2, an B inch vitreous clay pipe was left in
place on March 13, 19B5. The section of pipe is located under Pajarito
Road at the intersection of Mercury Road. The section is 5 feet deep
incased in concrete, along with various existing u t i l i t i e s .

No alpha or beta-garma contamination was detected inside the remaimrvj
section of pipe or along the excavated trench line leading to or away
from the section.

The exact location was recorded for the as-built drawings.

JC:bv

Xc: R. Romero, HSE-B, MS K490
D. Hohner, ENG-1, MS H"13
File (TA-50, MS E520)

11X, TA-3
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Los Alamos National Laboratory
t os Alamos New Me«icO 87545 memorandum

•o Allen H. Valentine, Radiation Protection
Group Leder . .-,

•«c- Jira Cox, Technical Supervisor)^-

».M.O. HSE-l-JC-26

MH April 10, 1985

mm E520/7-5420

SECTIONS OF LINES 90, 91 AND 92 REMAINING AT TA-35

Approximately 120 feet of Line 90, 71 feet of Line 91 and 73 feet of
Line 92 were left in place March 26, 19B5.

The pipes are located at depth ranging frcro B to 20 feet under the
electrical supply lines between Building TSL-7 and Building TSL-2, Bee
Attachment (1). Removal of Lines 90, 91, and 92 would require the re-
location of electrical services, and the widening of the area between
TSL-7 and the elevated roadway, to allow the use of power equipment.

Contamination levels detected inside the pipes were 3 mr/hr in Line 90,
20 mr/hr in Line 91 and 25 mr/hr in Line 92, gross beta (SR-90/Y90I.

Richard Romero, HSE-8 and D. Hohner, ENG-1, participated in the ALARA
decision.

Attachrrent (1) Location Electrical Services at TSL-7.
(2) Drawing of Lines 90, 91 and 92.

JC:bv

Attach:-a/5

Xc: R. Rcmero, HSE-8, MT K490 w/atta
D. Hohner, ENG-1, M.:i M713 w/atta
File (TA-50, US E520) w/atta

Control CanduiT* Overhead

or cortDcz/rs A W U BS ZOCAKED
Tt*c ROAD / /YD eo/<tc>t//r or n r

s-o- or- TWJS ours-/ac or r*r£ -*/*•
BLDG. WALL, comru/r* SNACC con/Yger ro

s g AT
O/V. TW/Jt

CONDUITS
bl»tOu^ttTtD

&UD%.U>U0VlT LtfT

set-vices /vs. - 7
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Los Alamos Nalonal Laboraltxy
Los Alamos.New Mexico 87545 memorandum

><> Allen M. Valentine, Radiation Protection
Group Leader

KJM Jim Cox, Decontamination Technical"* f ^ i
Supervisor "•/•

oi HSE-l-JC-33 '

»'i April 11, 1985

^ w E520/7-5420

CONTAMINATED SOIL LEFT AT EXCAVATION OF LINES 90, 90B, 91 AIID 92

Lines 90, 90S, 91 and 92 and approximately 230 m of so i l were rejnoved to

17 to 20 feet below grade.

Up to 1100 pCi/g gross beta (SB-90/Y90) activity remains in the so i l , (see

attachment). The area was back f i l l ed to grade,

Richard Romero, HSE-S, and D. Hohner, ENG-1, participated i- the ALARA

decision.

JC:hv

Attachment: I (II

Xr: R. Romero, HSE-B, MS K490
D. Hohner, EXW', MS M7J3
F i l e (TA-50, MS E520)

B'-O" 1

POSITION

POSITION

POSITION

POSITION

POSITION

POSITION

POSITION

LIHES

1:

2;

3:

4:

5:

6:

7:

90,

SOUTH WALL

BOTTOM

NORTH WALL

SOUTH WALL

BOTTOM

NORTH WALL

BOTTOM

90B, 91, 92

15

20

15

17

18

17

17

(TA-35)

'-U"

•-0"

'-0"
'-0"
'-0"

•-0"

'-0"

' '-

167

4 50

1100

157

650

101

A TOTAL Of KIFTY-FOUP. SOIL SAMPLES WERE
COLLECTED FROM THIS AREA MARCH 1 8 , 1 9 8 5
THROUGH APRIL 5 , 1 9 8 5 . OF THESE FIFTY-
FOUR SAMPLES, EICHT SAMPLING POSITIONS
REMAINED ABOVE I . W . L . ESTABLISHED SOIL
CONCENTRATION GUIDELINES. (SUBSUP.FACE
> 1 . 5 « £ 7 5 p C i / g ) .

• HIGHEST A ACTIVITY DETECTED WAS 3243
p C l / g AT oOTTOH OF TRENCH, POSITION
NUMBER FIVE. NO « ACTIVITY DETECTED
/»> ACTIVITY WAS QUANTITATIVELY AND
QUALITATIVELY ANALYZED AS 9 0 Sr - 9 0 Y
BY HSE-8 CHEMISTRY LABORATORY.

CONTAMINATION LEFT WAS BASED UPON ALARA
DECISION AGREED UPON BY JIM COX (1ISE-1)
RICHARD ROMERO (HSE-B) AND DARRELL HOHNEK
(EHC-1)
• NOTE: POSITION NO. 5 WAS DECONEU TO

— 357 p C i / g

LIKE

LINE

LINE

LINE

90
90B

91

92

3"
3M

3"

2H

S

s
B

B

.S.

.S.

.5.

.S.

GILBERT MOHTOYA (HSE-1)
RICHARD ROMERO (HSE-8)
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Los Alamos Nalional Laboratory
Los Alamos New Mexico 87545 memorandum
Allen H. "Valentine, Radiation Protection „ „ April 25, 19B5
Group Leader ~ .
Jim Cox, Decontamination TechnicalU/', U , I ID .™IMM E520/7-5420
Supervisor fj
HSE-l-JC-34 v

SECTIONS OF LINES 34, 36, AND 38 REMAINING AT TA-4B

Approximately 100 feet of Line 34, 330 feet of Line 36 and 50 feet of Line
3B remain inside the security fence at TA-48. The pipes run under s i te
road ways, guard stat ion, side walk and existing u t i l i t i e s .
During January-February 1984, several lines outside the TA-48 fenced area
were renewed. This included sections of Lines 34 and 38. Up to 1000
dpm/50an alpha activity was detected inside Line 34, no detectable
activity in Line 36. Line 38 l ies entirely inside the closed area and was
not analyzed. Due to the location of the pipes and low levels of contami-
nation Mr. James Sattizhn, INC-DO requested that we not remove the pipe
within the fenced area. The location of the Lines were recorded for the
as-built drawings. Ray Garde, HSE-7 participated in the discussion with
Mr. Sattizhn.

JC:bv

Attach: Drawing

Xc: R. Rcmero, HSE-8, MS M90 w/atta
D. Hohner, ENG-1, MS M713 w/atta
File (TA-50, MS E520)
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Los Alamos National Laboralof y
Los Alamos New Mexico 87S45 memorandum
Allen M. Valentine, Radiation Protection
Group Leader ^
Jim Cox, Decontamination Section Lead^dK.,Li'mui

HSE-l-JC-43

CONTAMINATED SOIL LEFT AT EXCAVATION OF LIME 9

&*>i May 10, 1965

M E520/7-5420

Line 9 (West Section) and approximately 4 m of s o i l were removed to 19-20
feet below grade.

Tin

Up to 452 pCi/g C Pu) a c t i v i t y remains in the so i l (see attachment). The
area was backfilled to grade.

Richard Ranero, HSE-8 and D. Hohner, ENG-1 participated in the ALARA
decis ion.

JC:bv

Attachment: a/s

Xc: R. Ffcmero, HSE-8, MS K490
D. Hohner, ENO1, MS H7]3
Fi le (TA-50, MS E52O)

5M-31

L i n e 9 6" VCP

A TOTAL OF TVEHTY-THREE SOIL SAMPLES WERE COLLECTED FDR THE PERIOD * / 2 6 / B 5 T1IW1 5 / 0 7 / B 5 .

OF THESE, ONE SOIL SAMPLE REMAINED ABOVE I . W . L . ESTABLISHED GUIDELINES (SUBSURFACE

< 75 p C l / R ) . I N I T I A L ACTIVITY UAS FOUND TO BE 4 9 1 p C i / g » < P u - 2 3 8 . THIS POSITION

WAS DECONED TO 4 52 p C l / g AND LEFT DUE TO THE DEPTH OF THE TRENCH ( 1 9 ' - 6 " ) AND

TIIF. NATURE OF THE SUBSTRATE (SOLID TUFF) .

RICHARD ROMERO H S E - 8

GILBERT MONTOYA HSE-1
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Los Alamos Nahonai Laboratory
Los Alamos Ne'A Mexico 87545 memorandum

'o Allen H. Valentine, Radiation Protection o»« June 10, 1985
Group Leader /-y,

••0" Jim Cox, Decontamination OperationavV/ "'»i'o»Tti.t»-OHi E520/7-5420
Section Leader Ij'

i.»io. HSE-l-JC-51 V

X*."' SECTIONS OF LINE 17 AND 17C REMAINING AT SH-29

Approximately 12 feet of Line 17 and 35 feet of l ine 17C were left in place
on June 3, 19B5.

Hie two sections of pipe arp I'v-ated at ; i-pth of ?l fr-»t under the -*»
industrial waste l i r ^ , --i-^.-i c i ' e s , .-.inim j.-sir-i t,;.-.j _ .̂-oncrete
incasement. (See Attachment 1 and 2). -Up to 32,000 dpm/100 cm alpha
act ivi ty and 5 mr/hr beta-garma activity were detected inside Line 17. Un-
able to survey Line 17C, but assune activity is more or less the same as
l ine 17. No contamination above 25 pCi/g was detected in the excavated
trench.

Richard Romero, HSE-B and D. Hohner, ENG-1, part icipted in the ALARA deci-
sion.

JC:bv

Attach; a/s

Xc: R. Banero- HSE-8, K K490
D. Hohner, ENG-Ij MS M713
File (TA-50, MS E520)

ATTACHHF.NT

- • •-•• • • • ' - ' • • 1 • . • - • • • - - ? • — • -

4" VC? (!7-C)

* \\ yds. of concrete ««• poured at both ends
In order Co seal the pipe.

H O R T H E L E V A T I O N
NTS
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ATTACHMENT

5ensor Cablca

Encased Concrete

NOTE: Soil samples on che East and West aided z,[ where pipe remains
are<. 25 pCl/g. Interior of 6" VCP la reading approxlnalely
32,000 dpm/100CH2, Alpha act iv i ty and 5nH/hr Beta and CarnM
act iv i ty .

" VCP (17-C)
35' renalns

yds. concrete

Line 17, 12'0"
remaining

Line 17 removed

Hew Acid Line

Gilbert Hontoya HSF-l
Richard Romero IISE-B

P L A N V I E W

1(T5
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LDS Alamos Nalionai Laboratory
Los Alamos New Mexico 87545 memorandum
Allen Valentine, Radiation Protection »'i July 22, 1985
Croup Leader <y/)
Jim Cox, Decontamination Operat ions^ , / auiwiuimwi E520/7-5420
Section L^-^" (j
HSE-l-JC-61

CCNIAMIKATED SOIL LEFT AT EXCAVATION OF LINE 17

Line 17 and approximately 18 m of soil were removed to 19-20 feet below
grade. Up to 399 pCi/g beta act iv i ty remains in the ooil (see attachments).
Both areas were back f i l l e d to grade.

Richard Romero, HSE-8 and Darrell Hohner, ENG-1, par t ic ipated in ALARA
decision.

JC:bv

Attach: a/s

Xc: R. Romero, HSE-8, h*S K490
D. Hohner, ENG-1, MS M713
File (TA-50, MS E520)

SM-29
WINC 9

. LINE 17 ( 6 " VCF IEM0VED)

SOIL SAMPLE WAS COLLECTED ON
WEDNESDAY, JUHE 1 9 , 1985.

F L A W V 1 8 W

80.68

GILBERT NONTTOTA HSE-J
RICHARD ROMERO HSE-8

rOSITION 1 : EXACT BOTTOM 1 9 ' - 6 "
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H.
SM-29
WINQ T

LINE 17 (6" VCP REMOVED)

GILBERT MONTOYA HSE -I
RICHARD ROMERO HSE-8

PLAN VIEW
N.T.S.

SOIL 8AMPLE WAS COLLECTED
Of* JULY 10,1985.

ACTIVITY

BpCl/q

399

pOI/9

POSITION l< EXACT BOTTOM <9'0"
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Los Alamos National Laocalory
Los Alamos New Mexico 87545 memorandum
Allen Valentine, Radiation Protection »'• July 23, 1985
Group Leader
Jim Cox, Decontamination (Operations, " u I I O " L I ~ » « E520/7-5420
Section Leader
HSE-l-JC-64

SECTION OF LINE 17D REMAINING AT SM-29

Approximately 14 feet of Line 17D were left in place on July 10, 19B5.

The section of pipe was located at a depth of approximately 20 feet under
a retaining wall and the flow of the Wing 7 generator roan (see
attachment). Unable to survey Line 17D, but assume activity is mare or
less the same as Line 17. Up to 32,000' dpm/100 an alpha activity and 5
mr/hr beta-ganma act ivi ty were detected inside line 17.

Richard Rcmero, HSE-8 and Dnrrell Hohner, ENG-1 participated in the ALARA
decision.

JC:ac

Atta. a/s

Xc: R. tanero, HSE-8, MS K490
D. Hohner, ENG-1, MS H713
File (TA-50), MS E520

SM-29
WING 7

N. N.

GENERATOR ROOM
FLOOR DRAW TO _
BE PLUGGED ' — • * — *

RETAINING WALL-

LIMEI7 6"
REMOVED

*LINEI7-D 4"C.I. 14'
LEFTIN PLACE

PARTIAL PLAN VIEW
NT. S.

GIL8ERT MONTOYA HSE-I
RICHAT OMERO HSE-8
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Los Alamos Nalonal laboratory
Los Alamos.New Mexico 87545 memorandum
Allen Valentine, Radiation Protection
Group Leader ___
Jim Cox, Decontamination Operations vl-
Section Leader
HSE-l-OC-72

September 12, 1985

E520/7-5420

ACID HASTE LIKE NUMBER 7 AND MANHOLES, 70B, 719, 722 AND 725
LEFT IN PLACE AT TA-3

Approximately 1,040 feet of Line 7 and 4 manholes were lef t in place on
September 3, 19B5, see Attachment 1.

Line 7 is an B inch vitreous clay pipe located a t a depth of approximately
18-20 feet. I t l i e s under and paral lel to water and sanitary sewer mains,
natural gas, steam and condensate l ines , several e l e c t r i c a l service
conduits, sprinkler system and storm drains. Numerous other u t i l i t i e s
including the new Industr ial Haste Line cross over Line 7.

Manholes 70S, 719, 722 and 725 are concrete s t ruc tures , approximately
5.5' x 5.5' x 1B-20 feet deep. Manholes 708, 719 and 725 are part ial ly
fi l led with concrete, see Attachment 2. To remove Line 7 and the 4
manholes would require extensive excavation, the rs-routing or removal of
the above u t i l i t i e s , and considerable s t ree t repair .

I t is felt that the present budget i s not ade<juate for an operation of this
magnitude.

Vte vrere unable to survey Line 7 and the bottoms of the manholes, but
assuming ac t iv i ty - i s more or less the same as the connecting Lines 9 and
17. Up to 4 x 10 dpm/100 cm alpha act ivi ty and 5 mr/hr beta gamma were
detected inside Lines 9 and 17.

Richard Rnnero, HSE-B, and Darrell Hohner, ENG-1, part icipated in the ALARA
decision.

Attachment; a/s

JC:bv

Xc: R. Romero, HSE-B, HS K490
D. Hohner, ENG-1, MS M713
J . E lder , HSE-1, MS P229
TA-50 F i l e , HS E520

ATTACHHENT I
W.P. 7 1 . 6 , TA-3
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ATTACHMEHT 11

MANHOLE 70B

East of SM-410

3' x 31 dimeter entry

5'6" x 5'6" x 17" deep, inside diameter

52" to concrete

No standing water

Direct readings at opening by PAC-7 and HSS1050 Model Ttiree were NDA (no
detectable activity)

Swipe taken •v- 3" from bottan exhibited Ntft

"Note: Junction box on north side of manhole with T. 3* conduit running in
an easterly direction

Lid Sealed

MANHOLE 719

Ar N.E. comer of TA-3 SH-29 CMR

3' x 3' diameter entry

5'6" x 5'6" x 23 ' deep, inside diameter

16'11" to top of concrete

15'6" t o top of standing water

1'5" of water , water removed by HSE-7

Direct readings a t opening by PAC-7 and HSS1050 Model ITiree were NDA

Swipe taken along walls ^10 ' down exhibited NO\ HO sample, negative

Lid Sealed

MANHOLE 722

East side of TA-3, SM-29 CMR

3' x 3' diameter entry

5'6" x S'6" x 20' deep inside diameter

No concrete

No standing water

Direct readings a t opening, by PAC-7 and HSS1050 Model Three were

Swipes taken along walls •*. 10' down exhibi ted NEW

Lid Sealed

HANHOLE 725

AT S.E. corner of TA-3, SM-29 OW

3' x 3' diameter entry

5'6" x 5'6" x 16' deep, inside diameter

7' to top of concrete

1' of standing water (water removed by HSE-7;

6' to top-of s tanding water

Direct readings by PAC-7 and HSS105Q Model Three were NT*

No iwipe taken

H.O sample * negat ive

Lid Sealed
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Los Alamos National Laboiatof y
Los Alamos New Mexico 87545 memorandum
Allen Valentine, Radiation Protect ion
Group Leader . /•
Jim Cox, Decontaminat ion O p e r a t i o n s j L -
Section Leader /

Novantoer 25 , 19B5

E520/7-S420

•«>- Gilbert H. Montoya, HSE-1 HSE-l-Ot-79

LINE 167: CONCRETE ANCHORS LEFT IN PLACE CM SOUTH SIDE OF LOS ALAMOS
CANYON

Five c o n c r e t e anchors (average a i z e 2 ' x 3 J x 6'J were used t o secure
IWL 167, a 3" c a s t iron p i p e , a t the south w a l l o f Los Alamos Canyon. For
exact l o c a t i o n s r e f e r t o Engineering Drawing NO. C43943 sheet 32 .

The sections of pipe left encasad in each of the concrete anchors were
approximately 3' long. The sections were decontaminated, the ends were
sealed with concrete and the anchors were backfilled to upgrade one foot
above the pipe openings.

During the removal of Line 167, soi l samples were collected between the
anchors, a l l s o i l sanples were below established IWL guide lines (< 25
pCi/gJ. Eni»dde<3 alpha activity inside the pipe was < 400 DPM/100 on .
Beta-ganma act ivi ty were av. background leve ls . Richard Romero, HSE-B and
Darrell Hohner, ENG-1, participated in the ALARA decision.

Atti Drawing

Xc: R. Romero, HSE-8, MS K490
D. Hohner, ENG-1, MS M71J
J. Elder, HSE-1, KS P279
TA-50 File

Concrete An

©
51 ZC

2 • x2 ' x5ij

pipe left

appron . "\ feet

2 ) 2'x2'xc i '-/ appro* . 3

3) 2x2 'x5S ' approx. rj fc-p

PROFILE- 5OU<>-I
LOS
U - T S .

G i I b e r t H. Hontoya
HSE-1
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Los Alamos National Latxxatory
LDS Alamos New Mexico 87545 memorandum

>" Allen Valentine, Radiation Protection
Qroup Leader

•*u Jljn Cox, Decontamination Operational
Section Leader U~

" " - Decenfcer 17, 1985

" ^ E520/7-7800

Gi lbe r t Montoya, HSE- l^J / / . •"-«•• HSE-1-OH-Bl

SECTIONS OP LINE 8 AND 9 AND MANHOLE 723 LEFT IN PLACE AT SM-29

Approximately 190 feet of Line 8, 390 feet or Line 9 and Manhole 723 were
le r t in place in December 1985 - See attachment.

Lines 8 and 9 are six-inch v i t r i f ied clay pipes located a t a depth of
approximately 19-20 fee t . The acid lines He under water l ines , sanitary
sewers, storm dra ins , e l ec t r i ca l services, sensor llneB and a transformer
sub-station. Line 9 a l so l i e s under a lawn, trees and lawn sprinkler
system. Due to the above factors . It was r e l t that removal or the sections
or pipe and •anhole a t the tljne was not cost effective.

0K:sb

Attachment a/s

Dlstrlixitlon: R. Romero, HSE-B, MS Kll90
D. Hohner, ENG-1, MS M713
J. Elder. H3E-1, MS P229

Xc: TA-50 M i -
me

H-t -H-+ -H-+ +H i+r
r e f t r s t o l i n e
removed

i r f e r s t o l i n e l e f t
I n r i a c e

- 9 O ' - O " of L i n e 8 and 3 9 0 ' - O " ' o f L i ne
r e m a i n I n p l a c e d u e t o n u m e r o u s u t i l i t i e

c r o s s i n g b n c h l i n e s .

M a n h o l e 721 w i l l a l s o r e m a i n In p l a c e .

The e n d s of t h e p i p e w e r e s e a l e d w i t h c o n c r e t e
and m a n h o l e s w e r e s e a l e d w i t h s i l i c o n ? a n d t a c k
- e l d e d . 1 /

S e f e r t o Memo H S E - l - J C - 7 2 , S e p t e m b e r 1 ^ , [ 9 8 5 '
c o n c e r n i n g H H - 7 1 9 . H H - 7 2 2 , a n d L i n e 7 .
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REFERENCE DRAWING LIST
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ATTACHMENT 2

REFERENCE DRAWING LIST

Los Alamos Drawing ENG-C-43943
T i t l e : Subproject B - Removal oi' Existing Lines

Sheet
No.

1A

2

3
4

5

5A

5B

6

7
8

9

10

11

12

13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Site

TA-50

TA-50

TA-50

TA-50

TA-50

Omitted

TA-35

A

\r

TA-35
Paj. Rd.

A

\

Pa;

i

r
. Rd.

TA-50,

.' TA-50,

TA-35,

TA-35,

I

TA-35,

TA-0,

I 50.2,

I 50.4

I 50.3

I 50.1

Survey

Subtitle

Line 54

67
55

49

Sheet

Ten Site

I 35.4,

35.5

35.6

35.7

35.8

35.9

Line 93

94

95

97

98

99

Structure TSL-22 Sludge Tank

Pajarito

TSL-36

TSL-36 Section

Lines 24, 26, 27

26

26

27

27

24

24

24
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ATTACHMENT 2 (Cont inued)

Sheet
No.

23
24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33
34

35
36
37
38

39
40

41

42

43
44

45
46

47
48

49
50

Site

TA-48/55
t

r

TA-48/55

Omitted

Town

Town

Town

Town

SM-700

ii.

r
SM-700

Sigma

Omitlsd

Omitted

Paj. Rd.

Paj. Rd

Paj. Rd

Subtitle

TA-48, Lines 41, 39, 35, 32, 37, ULR-149

TA-48, Line 41

39
35
32

37, ULR-149

Townsite Plot Plan

Townsite Line 167, ULR-33 Plan

167, ULR-33 Elevation

ULR-36, -63,,-64, Road Crossings

SM-700, ULR-33

Site Plan

Line 1, SM-703

Line 23

Line 1

Line 23

Lines 1 and 23

(Building Details)

(Building Details)

Sm-738 Tank

Topographies

Removal of Line 18 and MH 709

TA-0 Pajarito Line 31

Lines 31, 33, 34, 40

Lines 24, 25, 31
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ATTACHMENT 2 (Cont inued)

Sheet
No.

51
52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63
64

65
66

67
68

69
70

71

72

73
74

75-88

S-1

S-2

S-3
S-4

Site

TA-50

Omitted

Paj. Rd.

TA-48/55

Sigma

|

Sigma

t
Sigma

TA-3

1
TA-3

TA-48/55

TA-50

TA-50

TA-3

TA-3

TA-50

TA-35

Paj. Rd.

Paj. Rd.

Subtitle

TA-50 Line 45

TA-59 Line 28

TA-48 Line 31, 33, 34, 40

Sigma Lines 18, 19, 19A, 20, 21, 22

Line 18

Line 19

Line 19A

Line 20

Line 21

Line 22

Sigma Line 18 Profile

Lines 19, 19A Profile

Line 20 Profile

Line 22 Profile

TA-3 Lines 12, 13, 14 Parcel I

Lines 12, 15, 24, 25, and 11

Line 2

Line 2 Parcel III

Lines 2, 5, 6, and 3

TA-55 Line 43

TA-50 Lines 42, 45, 45A, 44, and 46

Lines 44, 46, 47, 48, 48A

TA-3 CMR Lines 7, 8, 9, 9A, 9B, 10, 11A, 17,
17A, 17B

SM-29

As-left Soil Concentrations of Radioactivity

As-left Soil Concentrations of Rauicsctivity

TA-0, Pajarito, Soils, Lines 24 and 27

TA-0, Pajarito, Soils, Lines 24 and 26
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ATTACHMENT 2 (Continued)

Sheet
No. Site Subtitle

S-5

S-6

S-7

S-8

S-9

S-10

S-11

S-12

S-13

S-14

S-15

S-16

S-17

S-18

S-19

S-20

S-21

Paj. Rd.

SM-700

SM-700

TA-3

TA-3

Sigma

Paj. Rd.

TA-48

Sigma

Sigma

Paj. Rd.

Paj. Rd.

Paj. Rd.

TA-0, Pajarito, Soils, Lines 24 and 27

TA-3 Soil Concentration

Soils, Lines 1 and 23

Soils

Soils

Soils Removal of Line 18 and MH-709

TA-59 Radiological Soils Test Results

TA-48 Plot Plan Soils

Sigma Line 18 Radiological Soils

TA-3 Radiological Soils Test Results

TA-3 Radiological Soils Test Resu]ts, Line 22

Pajarito, Soils, Lines 24, 26, 31

Pajarito, Soils, Lines 24, 26, 3'i

Pajarito Lines 24, 31, 32, 33, 34
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